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ABSTRACT

Two major studies, one sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and the other by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, were conducted in the late 1970s and early 1980s to provide
information and source terms for an optimally successful act of sabotage on spent fuel casks
typical of those available for use. This report applies the results of those studies and additional
analysis to derive potential source terms for certain classes of sabotage events on spent fuel casks
and spent fuel typical of those which could be shipped in the early decades of the 21st century.
In addition to updating the cask and spent fuel characteristics used in the analysis, two release
mechanisms not included in the earlier works were identified and evaluated. As would be
expected, inclusion of these additional release mechanisms resulted in a somewhat higher total
release from the postulated sabotage events. Although health effects from estimated releases
were addressed in the earlier study conducted for U.S. Department of Energy, they have not been
addressed in this report. The results from this report may be used to estimate health effects.

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for
the United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Projected Source Terms for Potential Sabotage Events Related to
Spent Fuel Shipments

R. E. Luna
K. S. Neuhauser

M. G. Vigil

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report was prepared to develop a source terrnl for estimating the radiological consequences
of potential sabotage events during transport of spent nuclear fuel in the early decades of the 21st
century.

Sabotage/terrorist acts are defined as deliberate, unlawful actions intended to cause art
undesirable consequence. Because sabotage/terrorism is a deliberate act, no defensible
probability can be assigned to the likelihood of such an action because the probability cannot be
inferred from historical information or statistical analysis. However, the magnitudes of potential
source terms (amounts of material released to the environment) can be quantitative y assessed.
This report provides results of optimally successful attacks with a type of device thought to
produce significant darnage. It omits many details concerning sabotage device selection and
methods of attack in order to avoid giving potential saboteurs a “blueprint” for action and to
avoid classification issues.

Backmound - The primary source for estimates of material released by sabotage attacks
employing high energy density devices (HEDDs) is the work from Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) in the early 1980s by Sandoval et al. (1983). The impetus for SNL’S work was the
“Urban Study” (DuCharme et al., 1978), which considered the potential effects of a successful
sabotage act in the heart of a major urban area. The Sandoval report and related Sandia studies
were reviewed and evaluated for the present report. Other work reviewed includes work by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Battelle Columbus Laboratories (BCL), and the Idaho
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). The SNL and BCL work agreed
quite well and suggested that the fraction of the fuel affected by the HEDD and released from the
cask to the environment is about 5E-04 (0.0005). Some companion work by INEEL suggested
that 5 to 6 times as much respirable2 material was produced from spent fuel compared to the

1 Source term: The amount of radioactive material released to the environment as a result of an event. (Usually

stated as a fraction of the total material at risk or normalized by some other convenient quantity.)

2 Respirable material is made up of aerosol particles that can be taken into the pulmonary region of the lung during
the breathing process. In general, particles that have the same settling velocity as a spherical particle with a density
of 1 g/cm3 (this is the definition of aerodynamic diameter.) with diameters smaller than 10 pm are considered
respirable. Aerosols are suspensions of fine particles that will remain airborne for times in excess of a few minutes
whose size distribution is generally characterized by its AMAD (activity mean aerodynamic diameter).
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surrogate material used by Sandoval et al., (1983). When Sandoval et al., (1983) extrapolated
their release fraction and the spent fuel to surrogate fuel aerosol ratio (SFR) to a spent fuel
shipment typical of that period, the respirable release fraction relative to the entire cask contents
was estimated to be in the range 2E-05 to 4E-05.

Issues - The main issues addressed in this study relate to the fact that prior studies are somewhat
dated;

D

■

that is:
Spent fuel casks likely to be used in the future are not the same design as those
considered in earlier work. The number of spent fuel assemblies they contain is larger,
and their wall construction is different, e.g., use of depleted uranium for shielding rather
than lead, less use of fins for heat rejection, and somewhat reduced need for shielding.
The potential attack devices available may include some that are thought to be more
penetrating or that have different delivery mechanisms than those used in past
experiments.

In addition, there is a need to look at the details of the work done in the past to ensure that it is
applicable to the current situation. Two items are particularly in need of study:

“ An additional mechanism for material dispersal was determined to exist that was not
included in earlier analyses. The early experiments utilized unpressurized sections of
spent fuel rods and spent fuel simulants that were not fully representative of intact spent
fuel in casks, which are pressurized. Not including the effect of this gas release can
impact source term estimates. Since this effect was not part of the earlier work, some
additional analysis was required.

“ The basis of the SFR in the range of 5 to 6 was reevaluated to ensure it was appropriate.

Analvsis Process – Computer simulations of attacks on new cask designs with two distinct
HEDDs were performed with SCAP, a SNL computer code (Robinson, 1985). The devices
simulated were HEDD 1, which is the same device as that used in the Sandoval full-scale test,
and HEDD2, a newer device designed for optimal armor penetration and capable of remote,
rocket-propelled delivery. As part of this study, SCAP was benchmarked against the Sandoval
full-scale test and another HEDD 1 test and found to reproduce the penetration depth close] y but
to underestimate the diameter of the affected area. By using an estimate of depth of penetration
from SCAP and an affected area corrected by reference to the Sandoval tests, it was possible to
estimate the damaged volume in modem design casks. These designs encompassed a truck cask
holding 4 pressurized water reactor spent nuclear fuel assemblies and a rail cask holding 26
assemblies subjected to the action of the HEDD 1 and HEDD2 devices.

Data from the Sandoval report were analyzed and recast into a format in which the observed
respirable aerosol fraction was related to the U02 mass in the “swept” volume (defined by the
observed depth and diameter of missing material). This value was found to be 7.7E-04 for the
full-scale test, which is most relevant to the situation of interest here.

Because pressurized water reactor and boiling water reactor spent fuel rods are pressurized and
the rods used in the earlier tests were not, it was postulated that some additional aerosol
generated in the cask by the HEDD would be swept out by the released gas from each failed fuel
rod. Thus, the respirable release fraction obtained by Sandoval would have to be increased by

●

.
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some amount to account for this “blowdown” effect. Without definitive data from any of the
earlier experiments, a model of the process had to be developed to estimate the amount of
aerosol within the cask and the amount released from the cask by blowdown.

The value of the ratio (SCF) of respirable spent fuel aerosol produced by an HEDD to that
produced in the UOZ surrogate material was assumed by Sandoval et al. (1983) to be
approximately 5.6 based on wet sieve data developed by INEEL in a coordinated part of the
original project. Based on examination of the BCL and INEEL data, consultation with aerosol
experts, and reference to standard test methods, the ratio is more likely to be about 3 (as
suggested by relevant BCL and INEEL data), therefore, a value of 3 is used in this report and
still is thought to be conservative.

Results - The SCAP predictions were that:
“ The HEDDs would only penetrate one wall of the cask (as in the Sandoval full-scale test)
“ The depth of penetration and the number of fuel rods affected were found to be as shown

in the table below.

Truck Rail
HEDD1 HEDD2 HEDD1 HEDD2

Depth of Penetration [in 2 2 2.4 1.7
fractions of an assembl y (about
9 in. square)]
Number of Affected Rods 272 136 294 90

By combining results from the SCAP code with experimental correlations from earlier work
(modified as described herein) and characteristics of spent fuel likely to be shipped in the near
future, estimates of the respirable release fractions for various components of the release source
term were calculated. Results for respirable release fractions (relative to entire cask contents) are
as shown in the table below. The first line of the table indicates the result if only the directly
ejected respirable material were included (i.e., unmodified extrapolation from the Sandoval
results).

Truck Rail
Release Fractions HEDD1 HEDD2 HEDD1 HEDD2
EjectedRespirableMatrLxFraction“ 8.OE-6 1.8E-6 1.IE-6 1.5E-7
Total Respirable Matrix 1.2E-4 1.8E-5 3.lE-6 2.3 E-7
Fraction
Respirable Crud Fraction3 7.5E-5 9.lE-6 1.3E-6 4.7E-8
Respirable Volatile Fraction 1.OE-3 1.4E-4 1.7E-5 7.2E-7
Noble Gas Fraction 2.OE-2 6.2E-3 4.lE-4 3.9E-5
a. Extrapolated from Sandoval results.

3 Crud, originally written CRUD for Chalk River Unidentified Deposits, consists of deposited metal-bearing
compounds on the outer surface of fuel rods.
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Sources of uncertainty and considerations leading to less-than-perfect execution or reduced
consequences of the modeled attacks are discussed. They include factors such as obliquity
(angle of device relative to cask wall at moment of detonation), stand-off distance,
meteorological factors, and population density.

Observations - There are several important observations to be drawn from the results presented
in this report:

= The first is that although HEDD 1 and HEDD2 will penetrate a single wall of a spent
nuclear fuel cask, neither HEDD 1 nor HEDD2 fully penetrate all the way through a spent
nuclear fuel cask.

“ The second observation is that HEDD1 would cause more damage to both the truck and
rail casks than HEDD2.

● The third observation is that an additional mechanism of release was identified that was
not accounted for in previous tests of analyses. This additional mechanism was due to
the expulsion of aerosol from the interior space of the cask as a result of venting the high-
-pressure gases from the plenum of disrupted fuel rods.

“ The fourth observation is that the largest release fractions were observed for HEDD1 and
the truck cask principal] y as a result of the diameter of the penetration and the smaller
internal volume that accentuates the blowdown effect.

■ The fifth important observation is that the releases due to the direct ejection of material
by HEDD1 obtained in this analysis are consistent with the results obtained by Sandoval
et al. (1983). When the contributions from blowdown and diffusion are included, the
source terms change from a range of 2.4E-5 to 3.4E-5 (Sandoval et al., 1983) to a range
of 3. lE-6 to 1.2E-4 in this report. This is about 0.0003% to 0.01% of the total cask
contents.

■ The sixth important observation is that the consequence source terms obtained in this
study are comparable to those used for consequence estimates in risk assessments related
to spent fuel transport.

.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared to develop a source term for estimating the radiological
consequences of potential sabotage events during transport of spent nuclear fuel made in the
earl y decades of the 21st century. The safety of spent nuclear fuel shipments is of paramount
concern to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and other stakeholders. Understanding the
potential impacts from accidents and other events during transport is important to ensuring such
shipments do not pose significant risks to those along transport routes. Concern has been
expressed regarding the vulnerability of shipments of spent nuclear fuel or high level radioactive
waste to sabotage/terrorist acts and the potential consequences of such acts. This report reviews
the work done in this subject area in the past and extrapolates the results to the particular
transportation situations associated with current and future spent nuclear fuel shipments.

This report also addresses issues relating to applicability of past studies of sabotage resistance of
spent fuel casks transported by truck or rail mode that have been raised by members of the public
and other stakeholders. The key issues are:

“ Influence of design of casks used in past studies carried out by Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) to the casks intended for use in transportation of spent fuel in the
earl y decades of the 21st century

“ Potential availability of a larger array of destructive devices, which may pose a greater
threat than those assessed in the earlier studies.

Sabotage/terrorist acts are defined as deliberate, unlawful actions intended to cause an
undesirable consequence. The undesirable consequence is generally intended to damage,
discredit, or intimidate the saboteur’s target. Incidents and accidents are initiated by random
events and are expected to occur in transportation with low but probabilistically predictable
frequencies. Sabotage is not the result of a random event and cannot be analyzed with traditional
probabilistic-based risk analysis. Risk is usually defined as the product of the probability,
expressed as a likelihood or frequency of occurrence, and the consequence of an event (usually,
but not necessarily, an undesirable consequence) summed over all potential events.

For a sabotage event, human volition is involved, randomness is absent, and a defensible
probability cannot be assigned to the likelihood of a sabotage attempt. Without a probability
term, sabotage risk cannot be quantitatively assessed. However, analysis can address the
likelihood of success of an attempt. The inventory (amount of material available for release) and
the potential release magnitude of various hypothetical sabotage scenarios can also be
quantitatively evaluated, thereby, permitting an assessment of potential events and their
consequences. This report includes such assessments where appropriate.

Details concerning device selection and methods of attack are omitted throughout this report.
Inclusion of such details would result in this document being classified, which would defeat its
stated purpose of responding to public concerns raised regarding potential sabotage
consequences.
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1.1 PREVIOUS STUDIES

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, SNL and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory (KNEEL) performed anal yses and a coordinated set of experiments to assess sabotage
threats for spent fuel casks for the DOE. Battelle Columbus Laboratories (BCL) carried out
similar analyses and experiments for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the
same time frame. BCL carried out tests on simulated scaled cask configurations with short
lengths of surrogate fuel as well as actual spent fuel rods as targets for a high energy density
device (HEDD) (Schmidt et al., 1981; Schmidt et al., 1982). In 1981 and 1982, SNL conducted
a series of sub-scale and full-scale tests of spent fuel casks. INEEL carried out sub-scale
evaluations of HEDDs on actual irradiated and unirradiated fuel segments to develop a scale
factor to relate spent fuel behavior to that of the surrogate spent fuel used in the Sandia
experiments. These projects provided actual experimental data that is the basis for the analyses
presented to demonstrate the potential consequences of a sabotage event on radioactive material
shipments and on spent nuclear fuel shipments in particular.

The impetus for the SNL and BCL work was the original and revision of the “Urban Study”
(DuCharme et al., 1978; Finley et al., 1980), which considered the potential consequences of a
successful sabotage act in a major urban area. The analysis contained in the original Urban
Study was based on a conservative set of analytical assumptions utilizing upper limits for the
various parameters involved in the consequence calculation. The results presented predicted tens
of early fatalities and hundreds to thousands of latent cancer fatalities from an optimally effective
attack scenario in a location with a very high population density such as the Borough of
Manhattan in New York City. In response to the analysis in the Urban Study, the NRC
conducted a rulemaking to require armed escort of spent fuel shipments if they were to pass
through urban areas. A second outcome was interest by the NRC and DOE in delineating the
actual extent of the threat through further analytical and experimental work at BCL and SNL.
The revision of the Urban Study recognized the conservative nature of the assumed source term
in the first report and repeated the impact estimates with a more realistic smaller release. The
source term in the revised analysis was also thought to be quite conservative (Sandoval et al.,
1983).

The SNL tests provided empirical data regarding the degree of resistance of casks to a
malevolent attack and the potential magnitude of radiological consequences of a successful
attack in a densel y populated urban area as treated in the Urban Study. A report (Sandoval et al.,
1983) was published to supplement the Urban Study, and features that were notably different
from those of high-severity accidents were analyzed in depth. Crud, non-respirable particulate,
and noble gas components of the material released from the cask were not explicitly evaluated in
the Sandia tests because these components were considered in the analyses of high-severity
accidents in the Urban Study. The main difference between the Urban Study accidents and the
sabotage scenario was that the sabotage scenario involved explosion-driven expulsion of fuel
particulate from the cask. The main impact of this manner of release was increasing the
respirable component available for dispersal beyond the immediate vicinity of the incident. The
impact of the non-respirable component deposited on the ground near the incident site was
comparable to the impact of a high-severity accident. However, the incremental crud
contribution to the inhalation dose calculation was not included in Sandoval et al. (1983).
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1.2 OVERVIEW OF PRESENT REPORT

Previous repofis neglected releases fromcmd mdfueldepressutization. Thegoal ofthis report
was to estimate release source terms based on the identification of five possible categories of
material (Figure 1) that might be expelled from the cask:

■ Crud
“ Volatiles in the fuel-clad gap
“ Noble gases in the fuel-clad gap
= Preexisting fuel-matrix particulate in the fuel-clad gap
■ Particulate created by direct action of the HEDD detonation.

Further, three means of releasing these materials, as shown schematically in Figure 1, were
considered:

“ Expulsion by direct action of the HEDD (seconds)
■ Expulsion by blowdown of plenum gases (minutes)
“ Diffusive flow and coupled deposition and condensation of aerosols (hours).

The magnitudes of the five potential material source term categories cart be estimated from
previous studies with actual spent fuel segments. The contribution of expulsion by the first
mechanism (direct action of the HEDD) can be extrapolated from the Sandia full-scale and sub-,
scale tests. Potential contributions from blowdown and diffusive processes were not considered
in previous studies and were estimated by analysis based on data from extrapolation from other
published studies.

Some fraction of all five types of material can be expected to be in respirable form (Figure 1).
For the noble gases, this fraction is 100%. For the remaining categories, some fraction would be
expelled in larger, non-respirable sizes that would be deposited nearby. In the case of volatiles,
some fraction of potentially respirable size aerosol also would “plate out” on nearby surfaces.
Both of these phenomena would create a somewhat diffuse, but still highly localized, static
source with the darnaged cask more or less at its center, that would not result in the exposure of
persons beyond the immediate vicinity. Only respirable aerosols/gases are capable of being
transported downwind and inhaled by persons located at large distances from the attack site.4
Respirable aerosols/gases, therefore, represent the only material form generated by an HEDD
attack that could potential y result in large population doses. Thus, it is important to identify all
mechanisms that could contribute to the creation, release, and dispersion of respirable
aerosols/gases. The previously unstudied blowdown and diffusive processes are examined in
this report, and their impact on respirable aerosol and gas release estimates is assessed.

4 There is a technical distinction between “inhalable” particles, which can be several tens of microns in aerodynamic
diameter and which do not penetrate beyond the nasopharyngeal region, and “respirable” particles which are smaller
(10 microns or less) and maybe inhaled into the deep lung. “Inhalable” particles can be trapped in mucus and
expectorated or swallowed. In the latter case a relatively minor ingestion dose may result. However, since settling
velocity is directly proportional to the square of the diameter, large inhalable particles travel relatively short
distances downwind. This study focuses on respirable particles that may be transported many kilometers away from
an accident site.
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Chapter 2 is a critical review of the studies identified in Section 1.1. Questions regarding device
availability and selection for this analysis are described in Chapter 3. Any effort to assess the
consequences of a terrorist act directed against spent fuel casks must consider the cask’s physical
characteristics, which render them resistant to malevolent attacks. The characteristics of ?

expected cask designs are discussed in Chapter 4 along with other related factors that affect the
source term (e.g., transportation-mode-dependent differences in cask capacity and the range of
spent fuel types that may be transported).

.

The potential consequences of completely successful performance of the HEDDs are calculated
as part of this study. The resulting radioactive source terms and the methods used to develop
them are described in Chapter 5. Factors potentially affecting successful execution action are
also discussed in Chapter 5. These factors present uncertainties associated with critical
variables. Observations and conclusions are given in Chapter 6.



Figure 1. Schematic of Material Types and Release Mechanisms

MATERIAL CATEGORY MECHANISM SOURCE TERM

CRUD , DIRECT EJECTION RESPIRABLE
BY HEDD (seconds) (all five sources)

VOLATILE

N(;)I3Lli GAS BLOWDOWN BY DEPOSITION
‘..A.. UM GAS (minutes) (all but noble gases)

MATRIX “’IMFFUSIVE DEPOSITION “PLATE-OUT”
& CONDENSATION (hours) (volatiles)
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2. BACKGROUND

Early work that preceded the full-scale test at SNL, the Sandia tests themselves and critical
evaluations of the tests are discussed in this section.

2.1 EARLY WORK

In 1977, Hedge and Campbell published a study sponsored by the NRC, Division of Safeguards,
entitled Calculations of Radiological Consequences@om Sabotage of Shipping Casks for Spent
Fuel and High-Level Waste (Hedge and Campbell, 1977). The authors judged “massive rupture”
of a spent fuel cask to be “incredible” and postulated a small penetration that could result in the
release of a maximum of 1% of the total fuel solids and 100% of the gases (e.g., krypton-85).
The effect of selectively raising the release fraction of specific volatile isotopes (radiocesium and
radiotellurium) to 1.0 was also examined. The radionuclide inventory was for short-cooled (150
days out of reactor) spent fuel. The maximum release (in which 100% of volatiles was assumed
released) yielded an estimate of 2 early fatalities and 40 to 260 latent cancer fatalities in an area
with a population density of 10,000 persons/mi2. In the alternative scenario, the release fractions
of all isotopes were set to 1% except for noble gases, which remained at 1009Z0.For this
scenario, an estimate of zero early fatalities and 40 latent cancer fatalities was obtained.

Approximately 5 years later, Schmidt et al. (1982) described experiments and analyses carried out
at BCL. A total of 10 tests were performed in which an HEDD was fired to optimally impact a
mock up of a spent fuel cask loaded with segments of actual pressurized water reactor (PWR)
spent fuel rods. As part of the test shakedown, tests using depleted uranium pellets as a surrogate
for spent fuel were carried out. The respirable fraction estimated on the basis of the actual spent
fuel tests was 1.9 lE-05.5 Schmidt et al. (1982) also estimated scaling factors and predicted that
for a full-scale test of the same type (optimally placed HEDD charge on a truck cask carrying one
15 x 15 spent fuel pin assembly), the total airborne release would be approximately 9 g of
material. Based on a comparable full-scale test performed by SNL (see Section 2.2), the total
aerosol release was approximately 3 g, and the comparable respirable fraction was approximately
0.64E-5.b

2.2 SANDIA TESTS

A series of sub-scale and full-scale tests carried out at SNL between 1980 and 1981 and
published in Sandoval et al. (1983) are discussed in this section. The discussion highlights some
additional analysis of the data that has been done for this report. Information extracted from the
report and calculations using the data to apply to this analysis are contained in Appendix A.
Table A-1 provides the data contained in following sections in tabular form for easier
understanding.

5 Schmidt et al. (1982, p. 73) calculated conservatively from sub-scale experiment data. The product of the highest calculated value of

5E-04glMow of pins, a chamber size of 230 L, and a mass-density scaling factor of 5.2 for a 15x 15 assembly gives a total airborne release of
8.97 g. When 8.97 g is divided by the uranium oxide mass of a PWR assembly (4.7E+05 g), the result, 1.91E-05 g, is the resulting release
fraction.

6 The 3-g release figure is grams of UOj,which, when divided by 4.7E+5 g, gives 0.64E-5. The published release fraction of 1.46E-05 was based

on a mass of 201 kg of U02.
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The main thrust of the experiments was to determine what fraction of the cask contents could be
turned into an aerosol, the only form in which material could be dispersed away from the
immediate vicinity of a sabotage attack. No attempt was made at the time to investigate forms of
material that remained in the immediate vicinity of the penetrated cask. Large particles and
debris that did remain in the immediate vicinity would contribute to a radiation field around the
cask and be modeled the same way as the loss-of-shielding scenario in a typical accident
analysis.

2.2.1 Surrogate Fuel

Surrogate fuel assemblies made up of depleted uranium oxide (DU02) were used in the tests.
The fuel elements consisted of pellets 9.33 mm (0.367 in.) in diameter and 15.2 mm (0.598 in.)
long placed in Zircaloy tubes that were 1.08 cm in outside diameter (OD) with 0.6 mm wall
thickness. Each pellet occupied a volume of approximately 1 cm3 and had a mass of
approximately 10 g.

For the quarter-scale test, the pellets were placed in elements (pins) 90 cm long. The pin pitch
(distance from pin center to pin center in the assembly) was approximately 1.4 cm. A 5 x 5-fuel
assembly was constructed with hardware of the type normally used in actual fuel assemblies.
The assembly contained a total of 15.3 kg of DU02 pellets. The cask body was constructed in
nominal quarter scale, but the fuel pins were full scale. Because of the difficulty and cost in
making quarter-scale surrogate fuel pins, the number of fuel pins in the array, rather than the size
of the fuel pins and pellets, was reduced in this test. The diameter of the fuel pins and the DUQ

pellets were the same as those used in the full-scale test.

For the full-scale test, the pellets were placed in elements (pins) 1.2 m. The pin pitch (distance
from pin center to pin center in the assembly) for the square array was approximately 1.4 cm. A
15 x 15-fuel assembly was constructed with hardware of the type normally used in actual fuel
assemblies. The assembly contained a total of201 kg of DU02 pellets. The rods in the assembly
were not pressurized as is typical of reactor fuel.

2.2.2 Cask and Scale-Model Construction

Each nominal quarter-scale model cask consisted of steel-lead-steel cylindrical walls with a thin
steel-walled water jacket on the exterior and a steel bolt-on closure. Relevant features of the
full-scale cask were reproduced at scale. Inessential details of actual casks, such as lifting
trunnions, were not reproduced. The walls of the cask body were approximately 4.65 cm (1.83
in.) thick and constructed of steel-lead-steel with approximate dimensions 0.9/3 .7/0.5 cm
(0.35/ 1.46/0.2 in.), respectively.
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“Thecask used in the full-scale test was a GE-100 truck cask, manufactured by General Electric.
The cask body was of steel-lead-steel construction. It weighed 25.45 tonnes and had a milled-
steel bolt-on closure. The inner cavity was 38.1 cm (15 in.) in diameter, 356 cm (140 in.) long,
and was capable of holding one PWR fuel assembly. The cask wall consisted of a

■ Steel outer shell 2.54 cm (1 in.) thick
“ Lead 21.27 cm thick (8.38 in.) thick
“ Steel inner shell 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) thick.

2.2.3 Tests Performed

Prior to carrying out either quarter-or full-scale tests, five preliminary tests were conducted on
simulated wall sections, thick steel targets, and bare simulated fuel. In each case, a nearly
quarter-scale commercially available HEDD was used. The purpose of the preliminary tests was
to confirm that the 4.5 x 7-ft test chamber for the sub-scale tests and all associated apparatus
were functioning properly.

Two quarter-scale tests were performed: one dry and one wet. In the dry test, the cask cavity and
the water jacket contained no water. In the wet test, the cask cavity and the water jacket were
filled with water. Only the results of the dry test are discussed in this report because the
dispersal was greatest in the absence of water in the quarter-scale test and no wet full-scale test
was performed. Moreover, wet shipments (i.e., shipments with water in the cask cavity) are no
longer carried out in the United States.

A series of impactors, filters, and collector plates were used to collect samples of particulate
generated during the tests. Post-test activities included collection of debris deposits from the test
chamber and anal ysis of particulate samples.

The full-scale test, like the quarter-scale tests, was performed in a containment chamber. The
chamber was larger than the one used for the sub-scale tests (3. 1 m [10.2 ft] inside diameter and
6.1 m [20 ft] long with 2.22 cm [0.875 in.] thick steel walls). It was equipped with an may of
sampling devices intended
minutes post-detonation.

2.2.4 Results

Quarter-Scale Tests

to provide a time history of the aerosols produced in the first few

As a result of the HEDD detonation, both cask walls were penetrated. The entry hole was 1.27
cm (-0.5 in.) in diameter, and the penetration depth was equal to the full diameter of the model
(27.9 cm or 11 in.). The average diameter of the hole created in the fuel assembly by the
detonation was approximately 2 cm (somewhat larger than the entry hole diameter).
Approximately 20% of the fuel pins experienced at least some mass loss. If total swept mass is
defined as the fuel mass directly acted on by the detonation, then it can be estimated from known
fuel mass and the dimension data given above to be 0.170 kg. The average missing length of pin
was 2.1 cm (0.83 in.).
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Approximately 99% of the total uranium (15.2 kg) remained in the fuel pins in the cask model,
and 1.17% (O.18 kg) of the uranium mass was released from the pins. Of that amount, -
approximately 6890 (O.123 kg) remained in the cask. The other 32% (0.0565 kg) of the material
released from the pins was expelled from the cask into the test chamber. Approximately
0.0478 kg of the expelled material was deposited on various surfaces in the chamber, including
the external cask surface and the chamber walls.

Considerably less material (0.00078 kg) was suspended in the chamber (outside the cask) in
aerosol form. Particle concentrations extrapolated to zero time were used to estimate this
measurement for both the quarter- and the full-scale test. A total (100Y0) of the aerosol was
found to be respirable in size. A small fraction (approximately 4.4E-03) of the total mass
released from the pins was released as respirable aerosol. Of the total U02 mass in the cask, less
than 5E-05 was released as respirable aerosol.

The remaining approximately 0.00792 kg of the material was not accounted for directly in the
post-test data. This mass is approximately 5.2E-4 of the total material in the cask or about 5% of
the material released from the pins. The mass of this “lost material” was obtained by subtracting
the mass of recovered macroscopic materials from the total fuel mass. The lost material may be
the result of accumulated measurement errors in one number when subtracted from another of
almost the same size. Alternately, it could be microscopic material that was produced by the
action of the HEDD that was deposited on surfaces within the cask and chamber but not
recovered as part of the macroscopic collection and accounting process.

Full-Scale Test
As a result of the detonation of the HEDD there was not full penetration the cask; thus, there was
no exit hole. The entry hole was 15.2 cm (-6 in.) in diameter, and the depth of penetration into
the cask cavity was 42 cm (16.5 in.). Approximately one-half the fuel rods experienced some
mass loss. These results can be expressed in terms of a total swept mass and a total swept
volume, which are defined as the total mass of fuel and fuel cavity volume, respective y, directly
acted upon (or removed from the pins) by the detonation of the postulated HEDD. The total
swept mass was 3.8 kg. A hole (based on maximum missing fuel pin length) approximately 7.6
cm (3 in.) in diameter was created in the fuel bundle with an “affected” length of pin of about 27
cm (-11 in.).’

Greater than 97% of the total uranium remained in the cask inside the fuel-pin cladding, and
2.72% (5.46 kg) of the uranium mass was released from the pins. Of that amount, 53% (2.91 kg)
remained in the cask. The remaining 47’ZO(2.55 kg) of the material released from the pins was
expelled from the cask into the test chamber. Approximately one-half kilogram (0.540 kg) of the
expelled material was deposited on various surfaces in the chamber, including the external cask
surface and the chamber walls. Approximately 3 grams (0.00293 kg) was found to be suspended
in the chamber in aerosol form. All (100910)of the suspended aerosol was respirable in size (i.e.,
activity mean aerodynamic diameter [AMAD] less than 10 pm).

3

.

7 The term “affected length” refers to the length of a fuel pin extending from the detonation site that, while not
destroyed and removed (i.e., not part of the swept mass), was bent, distorted, or otherwise affected by the force of
the detonation.
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The remaining (approximately 2 kg) were not accounted for directly in the post-test data, but
could not have been present in the measured respirable aerosol without detection. This mass is
approximately 1.OE-2 of the total material in the cask and about 52910of the material released
from the pins. The mass of this “lost material” was obtained by subtracting the mass of
recovered macroscopic materials from the total fuel mass. Thus, it may be the result of
accumulated measurement errors in one number when subtracted from another of almost the
same size. Altematel y, it could be microscopic material that was produced by the action of the
HEDD, which was deposited on surfaces interior to the cask and chamber but not recovered as
part of the macroscopic collection and accounting process.

The fraction (5.4E-04) of the mass released from the pins (as measured) that was released as
respirable aerosol, was approximately an order of magnitude smaller than in the quarter-scale
test (4.4E-3). The fact that the fuel pins in the quarter-scale test were full scale, but reduced in
number, should make little difference in the results because the device had to penetrate a
thickness of fuel in the cask cavity somewhat greater than a quarter-scale fuel assembly would
have presented. Since the test still resulted in penetration of the far side of the quarter-scale
cask, therecan be no doubt that a closer fuel scaling would have yielded the same results.

Here, as elsewhere in this report, fractional releases are reported to be consistent with
sophisticated consequence analysis codes that require input in terms of (a) the total amount of
material available for release and (b) the fraction of material released in various forms and
scenarios. Fractional releases are the best basis for comparison of the action of the two HEDDs.
For direct comparison of effects not related to cask capacity, releases are also presented in terms
of release (kg) per inventory (kg) of one spent fuel assembly (i.e., as release fractions).

Correlation Tests by ZiVEEL
Part of the testing sponsored by DOE was a set of experiments coordinated by Sandia and
performed at INEEL (Alvarez et al., 1982). The experiments were intended to develop a
correlation between the respirable aerosol produced when actual spent fuel (same 6.5-year-old
fuel used by BCL) and the surrogate pellets used by Sandia were subjected to the conditions of
HEDD disruption in the same test configurations

For these tests, only a single set of direct aerosol measurements was obtained that permitted
comparison of spent fuel with DU02 surrogate fuel for the size range of interest in the tests
conducted. The data obtained from these tests required a number of significant assumptions but
suggested a spent fuel to surrogate fuel aerosol ratio (SFR) of approximately 0.53 (Sandoval et
al., 1983). The SFR relates only to the respirable aerosol formed by the action of the HEDD
(i.e., the ratio of spent fuel respirable to surrogate respirable material in an essentially identical
test). Researchers at the INEEL (Alvarez et al., 1982) obtained a value for SFR of 5.6 from wet-
sieve data (using non-polar solvents). They used a non-standard curve-fitting technique to
extrapolate the ratio to particle diameters in the respirable range. However, the results from wet-

8 Use of 6.5-year-old spent fuel in the BCL tests provides a good link to future spent fuel shipments even though the

casks in service in the early 1980s were certified to ship short-cooled (150-day-old) fuel. In the current application,
the age of the spent fuel approaches that of fuel likely to be shipped in the future (e.g., at least 10 years old), and the
minimum age would be 5 years old. Thus, the spent fuel used in the tests is representative of actual spent fuel that
would be shipped in the future.
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sieving, which is used primarily for separating particles by size in soil samples and industrial
powders such as magnesium oxide, becomes increasingly inaccurate for small particle sizes.
Sandoval et al. (1983) used the SFR of 5.6 to estimate releases and radiological consequences;
however, Sandoval et al. (1983) recognized that using an SFR of 5.6 was probably a significant
overestimate. .

2.2.5 Discussion .

The quarter-scale and full-scale test results showed two important differences. First, there was
full penetration in the quarter-scale tests but not in the full-scale test. Second, while there was an
attempt to scale the HEDDs to get similar results in the two tests, it was not possible to obtain an
exactly scaled HEDD. The quarter-scale cask walls were as close to quarter-scale as nominal
dimension construction materials permitted. The fuel pins, although not quarter-scale, were
positioned so as to present the same fuel mass to the penetration path of the HEDD as a scaled
fuel assembly would have done. Thus, the HEDD scaling deviation was primarily responsible
for the differences in outcomes of the two tests. A commercially available HEDD was used,
which was more penetrating than planned and gave an experimental result different from the full-
scale test.

A difference in behavior is evident depending on the existence of an exit hole. In the event of
full penetration, which produces an exit hole, a flow that carries material directl y out of the cask
may have been induced. As a result, the “aerosol fraction” for the quarter-scale test as would be
used in the RADTRAN computer code (i.e., the fraction of material released that is in aerosol
form, see Madsen et al., 1983) was approximately 4E-03. This was approximately one order of
magnitude greater than the same value estimated by Sandoval et al. (1983) for the full-scale test
(5E-04). Because the fraction of material released in all forms is approximately the same for the
two tests, this implies that, all other factors being equal, the total effect of a full penetration event
may be to increase aerosol release by approximately 10 times the aerosol release fraction from
partial (i.e., one-hole) penetration.

The Battelle researchers predicted that 9 g of material would become respirable aerosol in the
full-scale test; the measured value was approximately 3 g. Agreement within a factor of 2 or 3
between data from independent lines of inquiry from two separate laboratories using non-
identical HEDDs and non-identical test setups indicates that the basic mechanisms for producing
and releasing aerosols are well accounted for by the experimental analysis methods used. Thus,
there is increased confidence in the prediction that the release of material from such an explosive
attack would be a relatively small fraction of the material at risk. The relatively good agreement
between the Battelle and Sandia tests, given the differences in test setup and instrumentation,
also underscores the accuracy of Battelle’s and Sandia’s explosive-charge scaling methods.

2.2.6 Additional Analysis

The suite of previous experiments provides the basis to extrapolate to the specific situation of
potential shipments to a future spent fuel storage or disposal facility. However, some additional
analysis is required to make the extension as well determined as possible. Three specific areas
require additional analysis:
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“ Scaling to hole volume
‘ Respirable aerosol quantity created by the HEDD action
■ Ratios of spent fuel respirable aerosol to surrogate respirable production (values of SFR).

Scaling to Hole Volume
An alternate method of analyzing the test results in the Sandoval report was used in this report
because it enables evaluation of the magnitude of the potential source term in other situations
based on calculated hole volumes. The Sandoval report provides data for hole size in the fuel
elements penetrated by the HEDD in the full-scale and quarter-scale events. The effective
release fraction from the swept volume of the hole in the fuel assembly is deducible from the
hole size. The numerator of this release fraction is the respirable mass estimate provided in the
report (MR), and the denominator is the swept volume of pellets in pins disrupted by the HEDD.
The swept volume was estimated from the missing length of fuel pin by assuming that this length
was equal to the diameter of a round hole through the assembly. The amount of fuel assumed to
be affected longitudinally in the pin at the center of the hole was assumed to be the number of
pellets (NP) in the missing length rounded up to the next whole pellet. The affected number of
pins laterally (NL) was assumed to be the number of pins within the hole diameter rounded up to
the next integer. Thus the mass of fuel swept (MS) used in calculating the swept-mass respirable
release fraction, MR/MS, from the Sandoval data is estimated to be

Ms=(z/4) xNPx NLx NRx PLx PD
where:

NP = (~) rounded to next integer pellet
L = missing length of pin or hole diameter (m)

%= length of pellet (m)
NL = (L/PP) rounded to next integer pin (m*)
PP = pin pitch (pins/unit distance, measured from pin-center to pin-center) (m-l)
NR = number of rows of pins along the disruption path/PP
MS= swept mass (U02 in hole produced by HEDD action) (kg)
PL = (NR/PP) = depth of penetration of pin disruption
PD = pellet density (kg/m3)
MR = mass of respirable aerosol as measured in the Sandoval experiments (kg)

The parameter, MWMS, has a value of 5.OE-03 for the quarter-scale test and 7.6E-04 for the full-
scale test. These values are close to those given above (4.4E-03 and 5.4E-04) for the measured
respirable mass fraction that was based on the experimentally determined (by weighing) mass of
pellets removed from the pins as a result of the HEDD’s damage. It implies that scaling to a
geometrically defined estimate of swept mass produced by a calculated estimate of hole volume,
as is used in this analysis, is a reasonabl y consistent alternate method for describing HEDD
damage and aerosol production.

Respirable Aerosol Production
The only mechanisms for ejecting pulverized surrogate fuel from the cask that was tested in the
SNL experiments was spallation from the rods by the HEDD and/or airborne transport through
the opening in the cask driven by whatever cask pressurization was generated by HEDD action.
This ejection process would occur within seconds of the HEDD detonation. It seems clear that,
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in addition to the aerosol released from the cask, there was a significant amount of surrogate fuel
aerosol created within the cask by the HEDD that remained inside and was ultimately deposited
on the inner surfaces of the cask. Some or all of the unaccounted material in the Sandoval tests
could make up part of this material. This aerosol material could represent an additional external
source term if there was a mechanism to create a flow of gas out of the cask following the action
of the HEDD.

i

Such a mechanism exists for actual commercial spent fuel because each fuel rod is pressurized
during manufacture,9 and the pressure increases as a result of fission gas generation and elevated
temperature during and after power production. The disruption of the fuel rods by the HEDD
action allows this gas to escape from the broken rods and produce a gas flow from the cask that
will carry gas-borne aerosolized material into the environment. The average amount of gas
released by each rod amounts to 745 cm3 at standard temperature and pressure (STP) (Balfour et
al., 1985). The gas is liberated over a time period measured in several 10s of seconds because
the flow path from the plenum at the end of the rods is through narrow and tortuous crack
networks in the fuel pellets remaining in the fuel rod (Sprung et al., 1998).

Because the surrogate fuel used in the Sandoval test (and all the other tests cited, with both spent
and surrogate fuel) was unpressurized, there are no data from which to estimate the importance
of this additional source term. In addition, there also was no direct measurement of the actual
quantity of respirable aerosol within the cask that would comprise this potential source term
component. As a result, some additional analysis is required to link the existing surrogate and
real fuel data to the situation with pressurized fuels. Estimates can be made to define the order
of magnitude of the total respirable material created and the effect of pressurization based on
information in the literature.

A primary information source for a means to estimate the amount of respirable material
generated during the HEDD event is work done at Argonne National Laboratory in the 1980s
(Jardine et al., 1982). Jardine developed experimental data on the amount and size distribution
of particulate material produced by calibrated hammer impacts on brittle materials. His work
developed a linear relationship between energy density in the material from the impact and the
mass of particulate material with geometric diameter smaller than 10 pm over 2 orders of
magnitude in energy. Materials considered by Jardine were Pyrex, various Synroc formulations,
waste form glasses, and concrete. All materials were sufficient y refractory to assure that
melting and vaporization were not a factor in the tests. While these materials are not U02, many
of the materials were a pressed ceramic form resembling surrogate fuel pellets used by Sandoval
et al. (1983) and were subjected to impacts on their diameter as was essential y the configuration
in the Sandoval tests. Jardine’s data are shown in Figure 2 and tabulated in Table A-4 with
relevant detail.

Limited data from other sources (also shown in Figure 2) indicate that uranium oxide pellets
follow the same general relationship. Two data points for U02 at the lower end of the energy
range were obtained from a report on work by Mechem (McDougall et al., 1987). Data for UOZ
and spent fuel from the INEEL experiments (Alvarez et al., 1982) are plotted at the upper end of

9 Both PWR and boiling water reactor (BWR) fuels receive initial prepressurization, but the pressure level in PWR
rods is greater.
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the range. These tend to confirm the relationship found by Jardine at the higher energy densities
typical of the full-scale experiments by Sandoval et al. ( 1983)

The upper line on Figure 2 shows the linear relationship suggested by the data for the mass in
particles less than 10pm geometric size. However, of interest to this study is the quantity of
particles that are of respirable size. For uranium oxide particles with a density of 10.5 g/cm3, this
corresponds to a geometric size of about 3 pm. Using the parameters for the log-probability fits
to each data set determined by Jardine, the mass fraction of particles smaller than 3 pm were
determined for each data set. A line drawn through those values yields the lower line on Figure
2. This curve is used to estimate the amount of respirable material produced by impacts on
DU02 surrogate fuel pellets over a range of impact energy density.

Also shown in the upper right of Figure 2 is the range of impact energies expected from HEDD1.
These were obtained by taking the estimated HEDD kinetic energy and dividing by the estimated
swept volume of the disrupted fuel. The highest energy represents no attenuation of the HEDD
energy by penetrating the wall. Since the HEDD action penetrated about equal amounts of mass
per unit area passing through the wall and passing through the fiel, the residual energy deposited
in the fuel is likely to be one-half to one-third of the initial energy density. This is shown by the
low end of the range indicated on the plot. The projected intersection of the respirable mass
curve and the lower limit energy density suggests that a reasonable value for respirable U02
aerosol production as a result of HEDD action is about 5910.

Since there was no direct measurement of the aerosol created in the cask in the Sandoval
full-scale experiment, there is no direct confirmation of the 5910respirable value. However, as
shown in the following argument, the value is plausible. As a result of the action of HEDD 1 in
the Sandoval full-scale experiment, about 190 g of respirable aerosol would have been created in
the cask volume. A relatively small fraction of that was ejected and measured (3 g) by Sandoval
et al. (1983). Since the aerosol measured was released very shortly after the action of the HEDD,
the volume from which the particles came probably did not encompass the entire cask void
volume but a more limited volume in the vicinity of the pin damage. If the initial mixing volume
within the cask was about 200 swept fuel volumes (200 hole volumes), then a gas release of 6 L
would yield the 3-g release measured in the Sandoval experiment. The volume of material
moved by the HEDD’s action, together with entrained air and overpressure generated by the
HEDD could easily account for an outflow of 6 L of gas carrying the aerosol to the samplers.

Spent Fuel to Surrogate Fuel Aerosol Ratio
A key parameter for the analysis is the relative behavior of actual spent fuel when subjected to
HEDD action compared to that measured for surrogate fuel. Several values for SFR were
derived or quoted by Sandoval et al. (1983) from the work at INEEL and BCL, which included
values of 0.53, 5.6, 0.71, 0.42, and 3. The INEEL experiment, which yielded an SFR of 5.6, was
not repeated. Although none of the values has been confirmed by a repeated test, the high ratio
value is not consistent with the other reported values. The SFR values smaller than 3 are,
however, subject to considerable question relating to assumptions made in their estimation.
Moreover, a value for SFR less than 1 for a material that starts out in a fractured condition
compared to an intact U02 pellet seems implausible.
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An independent analysis of BCL data for one surrogate pellet test and four spent fuel tests in the
same configuration gave values for SFR of 2.8, 2.5, 3.0 and 12 (see Table A-3). The BCL spent
fuel and surrogate tests that were most comparable (HS2 and CS8) gave a value of 2.5.
Additional weight to a value between 2 and 3 is provided by the single spent fuel data point
(2.4%) from INEEL plotted in Figure 2 at 1000 J/cm3. This data point is consistent with an SFR i

of 2 when compared with the prediction implied by the respirable curve derived for U02 in the
Sandoval experiments. .

In this analysis, a value of 3 for the SFR was used, based on:
‘ The analysis of the BCL data, which suggest most SFR values between 2.5 and 3
■ The implausibility of an SFR smaller than 1
■ Use of the single INEEL spent fuel data point for europium as a tracer for matrix material

that suggests a factor of approximately 2.54
‘ The fact that the INEEL data point is about a factor of two above the relationship

developed from the Jardine data (though it is within the likely confidence range for the
Jardine data).

~ The limitations in the wet-sieve method and nonstandard curve-fitting technique used to
obtain the INEEL value of 5.6.
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3. SELECTION OF HEDDS

The possible sabotage scenarios that are candidates for consideration in this document are
limited only by the inventiveness of the human mind. As a result, no specific scenario is
proposed in this report. As was the case for the Sandoval work, it is assumed that an attempt at
sabotage is made using a typical HEDD that might be available to a person wishing to carry out
an attack.

The terrorists are assumed to have the knowledge necessary to select an appropriate device. One
of the HEDDs considered here is the device that was used in the earlier Sandia full-scale test. A
second HEDD was selected from Infant~ Support Weapons, Mortars, Missiles and Machine
Guns (Hogg, 1995) for the purposes of comparison, based on its purported greater penetration
capability. However, it should be noted that unlike tanks and other typical targets of armor-
piercing weapons, nuclear waste casks contain no explosive or combustible materials that could
be touched off by the HEDD penetration, so little secondary darnage is expected. In other words,
only penetration and swept volume of spent fuel disrupted determine the magnitude of the
darnage that can be inflicted by an attack on a cask, not penetration depth per se. Another factor
in device selection was the desire to include at least one device that could be delivered from a
remote location by a launcher/guidance system typical of the weapons designed for infantry
support that are man-portable (as defined by the U.S. Army). HEDD2 falls into this category
and, thus, satisfies this condition; however, devices of this type are somewhat more available
than their accompanying launch/guidance system. The table below indicates and compares some
of the features of the HEDDs considered.

Device
Features Considered HEDD1 HEDD2

Availability Yes Yes
Portability Less portable than HEDD2 More portable than HEDD 1
Penetration in Steel Less penetration in steel than More penetration in steel than

HEDD2 HEDD 1
Swept Volume Larger swept volume than Smaller swept volume than

HEDD2 HEDD 1
Remote Delivery No Yes

It should be noted that lesser explosive charges, even if designed for metal penetration, simply
would not create as large a swept volume, and hence, swept mass, as the HEDD used in the
Sandoval test. Therefore, the test results can be used directly to estimate the maximum impact of
this type of attack.
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4. SOURCE TERM CONSIDERATIONS

Source term as it defined in this report as the product of the cask inventory and the release
fraction (fml) for a given scenario. In other words, it is the quantity of radioactive materials that
might be released from the cask as a result of a postulated attack scenario. The source term
escaping from the cask is in three parts: the noble gases, the respirable aerosols, and the materials
expelled from the cask that remain in its immediate vicinity. Each of these source term
components is designated by its principal radionuclide where possible.

The source term is defined by the characteristics of the cask and its likely load of fuel as well as
by the characteristics of the HEDD that is of interest. In the following sections, the
characteristics of the casks, the fuel, and the projected results of the HEDD actions are discussed.
These are then combined to provide the specifications of the source term.

4.1 SPENT FUEL CASKS

Two cask designs (one truck, one rail) considered representative of those being proposed for use
in transporting spent fuel in the early decades of the 21st century were selected for analysis of
likely penetration by an HEDD. While it is not known what specific casks will be used for all
shipments, the cask designs considered here are typical of those that would be used to transport
spent nuclear fuel of the bumup and age likely to be shipped in the early decades of the 21st
century.

Both casks use depleted uranium as a gamma shielding material. Lead might also be used, but
the difference is unlikely to have an impact on the results of this analysis. Although lead is not a
high strength material like depleted uranium, HEDD penetration should be about the same
because it is the areal density (units of g/cm2) that governs penetration and shielding
effectiveness.

One of these casks has a solid neutron shield and the other a water jacket neutron shield. For the
purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that the neutron shield is a solid in both cases. This
assumption should yield the maximum source term. The Sandia quarter-scale experiments
(Sandoval et al., 1983) included a water jacketed configuration whose source term was
significantly lower. This was postulated to result from scavenging of aerosol particles by water
droplets and mists.

4.1.1 Truck Cask

a
The truck cask is capable of carrying four PWR assemblies. The cask body consists of about 7
cm (2.5 in.) of depleted uranium within outer and inner layers of stainless steel and surrounded
by a polypropylene neutron shield. The cask weighs approximately 25 tons. A cross section
view is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Cross Sectional Drawing of a Typical Truck Cask (General Atomics 1993)
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4.1.2 Rail Cask

The rail cask design is capable of carrying 26 PWR fuel assemblies. The cask body consists of
about 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) of lead and about 5.6 cm (2.2 in.) of depleted uranium within outer and
inner layers of stainless steel surrounded by a water-jacket type neutron shield. The cask weighs
approximately 125 tons. A cross section view is shown in Figure 4.

4.2 SPENT FUEL CHARACTERISTICS

Each of the typical casks described above is capable of carrying various types of PWR and BWR
spent fuel assemblies. For simplicity of analysis and maximum parallelism to the work
described in the Sandoval report, the PWR-carrying configuration was used because:

‘ This is a common type of fuel assembly (about 2/3 of all spent fuel)
‘ The initial pressurization of PWR fuel is higher than BWR fuel, leading to greater gas

release
Q The radioisotope inventory of a PWR assembly is generally higher on a MTU normalized

basis than the radioisotope inventory of a BWR assembly.

While PWR fuel assemblies do vary somewhat, the common 17 x 17 pin configuration was
judged most appropriate for this analysis. Each fuel pin is approximately 0.95 cm (0.374 in.) OD
and 406 cm (13.3 ft) long. Each assembly could have 289 fuel pins, but in typical configurations
there will be approximately 35 control rods and burnable poison rods included in the assembly.
For the purposes of the HEDD penetration analysis, it will be assumed that all the rods are fuel
bearing. However, the total source term will reflect the actual nuclide load in the spent fuel
assembly (see Tang and Saling, 1990).

The spent fuel was assumed to have a bumup of between 40,000 and 74,000 MWD/MTU and to
have been out of the reactor a minimum of 5 to 25 years. These characteristics embrace the
likely range of bumup and age considered for transport in the early decades of the 21st century.
The exact values used for bumup and decay in the calculation are not important because the
results are expressed as fractional releases related to the content of a cask or to a single assembly.
The spent fuel specimens used by INEEL and BCL were of a similar age (6.5 years) and
somewhat lower bumup (28,000 MWD/MTU). In addition, it is assumed that none of the rods
have experienced a failure that would release the internal pressure resulting from initial
pressurization and subsequent buildup of fission gases. The initial pressure in the rods is
approximate y 30 atmospheres when new and as much as 40 atmospheres at temperatures typical
of dry transport of large quantities of relativel y young fuel (derived from Balfour et al., 1985).
For this analysis, it is assumed that the individual rod pressurization is such that about 745 cm3
of gas at STP would be released from a failed rod.

z

.
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Figure 4. Cross Sectional Drawing of a Typical Rail Cask (TRW Environmental Safety
Systems, Inc. 1995)
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On the outside of the fuel rods there maybe an accumulation of activated corrosion products
referred to as crud. Typically, this is a tightly adherent scale that is dislodged with some
difficulty. For this calculation, it will be assumed rod segments directly impacted by the HEDD
will release their entire crud load. It will also be assumed that the “affected” lengths of the
disrupted rods in the vicinity of the disrupted area will release crud as defined by parameters in
the literature (Mishima and Olson, 1990), where the material was spalled off fuel rods by
mechanical impact forces.

4.3 ESTIMATES OF HEDD EFFECTS

For the purposes of this analysis, two basic HEDD types were considered. The first, herein
referred to as HEDD 1, is the same as used by Sandoval et al. (1983) in the experiments in the
earl y 1980s. This is a common HEDD that was designed for relatively imprecise applications in
which the maximum volume of the cavity produced by the HEDD action was desired. Its weight
and size are near the limit for man-transported and deployed devices (as defined by the U.S.
Army). The second HEDD has been fairl y carefully engineered for maximum penetration depth.
It is of somewhat smaller mass than HEDD 1 and would normally be deployed in an anti-tank
weapon.
Estimates of the penetration of the two spent fuel casks were accomplished using the SCAP
computer code.

SCAP is an interactive modeling code developed and validated at SNL (Robinson, 1985; Vigil,
1988). SCAP is able to accommodate features, such as miniaturized components and specialized
materials, and a wide variety of HEDD design concepts for weapons, other military uses, and
civilian applications.

SCAP is designed for flexibility in device configuration, choice of competing modeling
techniques, and implementation of new models for various aspects of penetration phenomena.
The code contains models for material acceleration, penetrator formation, dynamics, and stability
as well as target effects. Different models are available for some portions of the code and may
be chosen via a menu format. Few a priori assumptions are built into the code with the intent
that the program structure allows the modeling of HEDDs of nonstandard design.

Robinson (1985) provides background information on SCAP including phenomenology,
rationale for its design, initialization and zoning formats for the code, depiction of the material
dynamics, and a short comparison of code results with experimental data.

SCAP is written in FORTRAN 77 and is currently run on PC systems using Version 5.0 of
Microsoft FORTRAN. The code produces both hardcopy output listings and plotted output.
Plotting portions of the code allow creation of a movie of material dynamics. The code is most
convenient to run on dual alphanumeric and graphics terminals.

Input for the code was extracted from the information provided above and derived from
consideration of the most likely geometry for the deployment of the HEDD or the geometry that
yields the maximum swept volume. Table 1 provides some of the relevant input and output
information. For calibration purposes, SCAP was used to predict the Sandoval full-scale

?
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experiment and one other experiment not documented in the open literature. In each case, the
code modeled penetration depth well but tended to underestimate hole diameter.
Underestimation is believed to be a result of some secondary effects, such as the dispersive
layered nature of the targets, the relatively unfocused nature of HEDD 1, and the near one-
dimensional nature of the flow dynamic of the code. The ratio of the actual to the SCAP-
predicted diameter of the cavity in the fuel for the Sandoval full-scale test (the ratio is 2.0) was
used in the following calculations to estimate what the cavity diameter would be in a real event,

An effective entry-hole diameter (D.ff) was calculated from the SCAP code results using the ratio
described above. The estimate of penetration depth was adjusted upward by one rod-pitch
increment to account for damage beyond the calculated depth caused by “plowing” of rod
fragments (i.e., by secondary collisions of shrapnel-like fragments of fuel broken off and
accelerated by direct action of the HEDD). The hole shape was modeled as a truncated cone, to
conform to the SCAP code results, which clearly show a hole narrowing with increasing depth.
The D.ff is the diameter of the base of a truncated right circular cone with h equal to adjusted
penetration depth. The D.ff for the HEDD1 truck cask scenario is 9.02 cm (see Table 2), slightly
larger than the maximum disrupted rod length of 7.6 cm in the Sandia full-scale test.

Some of the particles are ejected immediately after the detonation and some fraction of the
remainder is swept out by the rod plenum gas blowdown, which is primarily a function of cask
free volume, number of rods penetrated, and rod plenum pressure. The effect of depressurization
of the disrupted fuel pins was not reproduced in the Sandoval test because the surrogate fuel pins
were unpressurized as were those used at BCL and INEEL. This has two effects on these
calculations. First, releases of gap volatiles and gap fines away from the rod break are inhibited.
Volatiles are elements, such as ruthenium, that become relatively mobile at high temperatures,
and migrate to cooler parts of the fuel rod (next to the cladding). “Gap fines” are particles with
relatively small AMAD’s that generally can be thought of as aerosolizable and which are in the
gap between the pellets and the clad as a result of comminution processes. Second, respirable
aerosol in the cask that was generated as a result of the HEDD action can be swept out through
the entry hole to enhance the source term over that observed by Sandoval et al. (1983) or
Schmidt et al. (1982).

This contribution to the source term from fuel outside of the swept volume resulting from rod
depressurization was estimated. Recent work in Sprung et al. (1998) and Soffer et al. (1995)
indicate that more fuel fines may be released from the immediate vicinity of a rupture in the case
of spent fuel as compared to fresh fuel. However, the “physical and dimensional changes cause
the fuel-cladding gap in aged irradiated fuel to be converted into a network of cracks and voids”
(Sprung et al., 1998). Because gas flows following depressurization must pass through this
internal network, there will be resistance to travel of fuel fines entrained in the gas flow as well
as the gas flow itself. This flow resistance was estimated by Sprung et al. (1998) to be
approximate y 430 times greater than that of fresh fuel. This effect decreases the calculated
releases of radiocesium and other gap volatiles and gases by approximately an order of
magnitude compared to those used in prior analyses of burst-rupture and similar severe accident
scenarios (cited in Sprung et al., 1998). Therefore, only gap fines in the volume directly
impacted by the HEDD would be expected to be released. This is a small amount compared to
the fines created by the action of the HEDD.



‘1’al)le 1. Input Information for I-IEDD Calculation Results

Truck cask n Notes Rail Cask ~ No[es

Neutron Shield 11.748 Clll 0.318 cm XM-19 SS c and 15.875 cm 0.635 cm 304L SS aild
(4.625 in.) 1 [.43 cm polypropylene (6.25 in.) .15.24 cm water

Layer 1 - 3.810cm XM-19SS 4.604 Cm 316LSS
(1.500 in.) (1.813 in.)

Layer 2 6.730 cm Depleled uranium 1.270 cm Lead
(2.650 in,) (0.!jOOin.)

Layer 3 - 0.952 cm XM-19 SS 5.556 cm Depleted urauiunl
(0.375 in.) (2. 188 in.)

iayer 4 1.524 cm Xh4- 19 SS (baske[ walls) ‘— 3.810cnl 3161. SS
(0.600 in.) (1.500 in.)

Layer 5 Not applicable 1.588 cm 304L SS (basket walls)
(0.625 in.) I

Total Wall ‘llickness 23.240 Cm 32.703 Cm PILIs a 20-cnl air gap on ~
attack path

Assembly lid Area 4.743 g/cn13 Spent nuclear ruel, 5; 10 g/cmj Spent nuclear fuel,
h4ass Density Zircaloy-4, air Zircaloy-4, air
H131D Line of Actiou “Diagonal

Assemblies in Line
I-Iorizo!~al

2 5
I. Source: General A[onlics (1993).

.

b. Source: TRW 13wkmmnld Safely Syslems, Inc. (1995).
$S = stainless steel.
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The simultaneous initiation of depressurization in 85 or more fuel rods, depending on the
scenario, could contribute to turbulence and net entrainment and outflow of these respirable
particles from the cask cavity and is captured in Tables 2 and 3. This contribution to the source
term was estimated from the calculated expansion and flow from the cask cavity to the external
environment of gases in the fuel-clad gap, expressed as a volume blowdown factor. This factor
added an increment of fuel mass to the total respirable release, which is reflected in the results
shown in Tables 2 and 3.

4.4 SOURCE TERM RESULTS

The following sections describe the calculation of respirable aerosol terms for each of the five
material types: crud, noble gases, volatiles, fuel matrix fines in the fuel-clad gap, and fuel matrix.
Most of the details of these calculations are also contained in the worksheets in Appendix A.

4.4.1 Crud

As noted in Section 4.2, crud is a corrosion product. It consists of radiocobalt and other metallic
activation products; it is deposited on fuel-rod cladding while an assembly is in the reactor and
during pool storage. Crud deposition is influenced by pool chemistry and varies somewhat from
reactor to reactor. Some fraction of the crud would be released in aerosol form from affected
fuel rods.

There are two regions of a fuel rod that must be considered. The first is the missing length (also
called the directly impacted length), which is the length directly acted upon by the HEDD.
Typical values for missing rod length are shown in Appendix A, Table A-2; they vary from a
maximum of 9 cm (3.5 in.) for HEDD1 with a truck cask to a minimum of 3.3 cm (1.3 in. ) for
HEDD2 with a rail cask. The entire crud complement of a missing fuel-rod segment is
considered to be released in particulate form, and 5% of that material is estimated to be in
respirable aerosol form. This value is based on the results of Jardine et al. (1982) and with the
assumption that the crud is deposited as a brittle layer on the rod outer surface (Mishima and
Olson, 1990). A fraction of this aerosol is ejected from the cask and the rest remains in the cask
cavity until deposited or carried outside by the plenum gas blowdown process. The ejected
fraction is derived from the Sandia full-scale test and varies from 2.3E-07 to 4.6E-09, depending
on device and cask combination.

The second region is the aflected or disturbed segment, which consists of the fuel rod lengths
immediately adjacent to the directly impacted segments. These segments are modeled as having
been impacted by the force of the detonation to a sufficient degree that some fraction of the crud
is spalled off the surface of the fuel rod. The length of the typical affected segment is obtained
by multiplying the missing length by 3.62. This is an empirically determined ratio of
affected/missing lengths derived from the Sandia full-scale experiment data. The calculated
length varies from a little over 32 cm (about 13 in.) for HEDD1 with a truck cask to 12 cm (4.7
in.) for HEDD2 with a rail cask.

From Mishima and Olson (1990), which looked at crud spalling as a result of various mechanical
forces, it was possible to derive values of 4. lE-04 for the fraction of crud in the affected length
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that is spalled and 5.4E-04 for the fraction of spailed crud that is respirable. This respirable
aerosol is modeled as being released into the cask cavity. Mishima and Olson also developed
new data on the crud inventory (in terms of radiocobalt deposition) of typical fuel rods. Their
value of 3.11 E-03 Ci of cobalt per rod is used in this report.

Aerosols released into the cask cavity will experience some depletion from deposition of
material onto cask surfaces. Based on the calculations contained in Sprung et al. (1998) and
using the ratio of noble gas to particle releases for large cask leaks it was estimated that 4090 of
the respirable particulate are depleted in this manner. Some fraction of the remaining respirable
aerosol will be swept out of the cask by the blowdown effect. The blowdown factor (fraction of
cask volume that is released) varies from 0.38 to 0.014, depending on the cask and HEDD
combination.

4.4.2 Gap Fines

As noted in Section 4.2, the fuel-clad gap in spent fuel is no longer a simple annular space but is
rather a network of voids and fuel fines. All of the fines in the missing fuel rod lengths are
modeled as described for crud. Some fraction of the fines in adjacent affected segments is
modeled as being expelled to the cask cavity following fuel disruption by the HEDD. This
fraction varies from 7.2E-07 for HEDD 1 with a truck cask down to 1.3E-08 for HEDD2 with a
rail cask. Some fraction of the aerosol fines are expelled from the cask into the environment by
the cask blowdown factor, as described for crud.

4.4.3 Noble Gases

Noble gases, mainly krypton-85, are fission products that form in spent fuel. Being chemically
non-reactive, noble gases accumulate in spent fuel rods, contributing to the increase in rod
pressurization noted in Section 4.2. They remain in the gaseous state at nearly all temperatures
encountered during reactor operation and spent-fuel storage and transportation. Much of the
krypton-85 and other noble gases remain trapped in the fuel matrix, but it is estimated (Sprung et
al., 1998) that about 20?10is available for immediate release if fuel-rod integrity is compromised.
The noble gas inventory, given in Appendix A, Table A-2, ranges from 5010 Ci for a truck cask
of typical fuel to 32,600 Ci for a rail cask. The total release is the sum of the amount released
virtually instantaneously, which was contained in the missing fuel segments, and the amount that
is released over the next few 10s of minutes by blowdown of the disrupted rods. Between 90 and
294 rods, depending on HEDD and cask type, are modeled as being affected by action of an
HEDD. This corresponds to a total release of between 85.8 and 290 Ci. All values used in this
calculation are given in Appendix A, Table A-2.

4.4.4 Volatiles

Volatiles, mainly the radiocesiums, are chemically reactive fission products that become mobile
at moderate temperatures (< 400 C). Radiocesium dominates this group from a health physics
point of view because the decay of both common radioisotopes(cesium-134 and cesium-1 37)
produces fairi y high energy gamma radiation. The volatile elements formed within the fuel
matrix during active fission tend to migrate into the fuel-clad gap during storage. The inventory
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of this “gap cesium” has been estimated at 126 Ci for the truck cask and 819 Ci for the rail cask.
The creation of respirable aerosols of radiocesium in the gap is complicated by the
aforementioned reactivity of the element and its strong tendency to condense on the nearest
available surface. The initial release of particulate from disrupted fuel rods into the cask cavity,
thus, must be discounted by factors that account for deposition mechanisms. All of the
radiocesium is assumed to be in respirable form when released. Some of it is directly ejected
from the cask by the action of the HEDD, and the remainder is released into the cask cavity.
According to Sprung et al. (1998), about 40’ZOof this material deposits on surfaces within the
cask. Some of the remaining aerosol is subsequent y forced from the cask by the blowdown
effect described in Section 4.2. The values given in Tables 2 through 5 for volatile (cesium)
aerosol release are the sums of the amounts calculated as being released in aerosol form by each
of the various mechanisms described.

4.4.5 Matrix

The majority of all the U02 and all the fission products in spent fuel remains in the ceramic fuel
pellets and is referred to as the fuel matrix. This material is relative] y refractory (i.e., not easil y
disrupted when confined in its cladding); however, spent fuel is granular unlike the surrogate
fuel used in the Sandia tests. This difference is accounted for by the SFR (see Section 2.2). The
SFR used in this report is 3; its derivation is discussed in Section 2.2.6. The primary release of
matrix material in respirable form is calculated from the amount of fuel in the missing fuel rod
segments that is ejected from the cask and multiplying this value by the fraction of the fuel in the
missing fuel rod segments that is released in respirable form (from the Sandia full-scale test) and
the SFR. In addition to material directly ejected from the cask by the action of the HEDD,
material is also released into the cask cavity, where a fraction of it (40%) deposits on surfaces
within the cask. A fraction of the remaining aerosol is modeled as being forced out of the cask
cavity by the blowdown effect. The values given in Tables 2 through 5 for matrix aerosol release
are the sums of the amounts calculated as being released from the cask in aerosol form by each
of the mechanisms described.



Table 2. Results for HEDD 1 Releases as Fraction of Total Inventory

Assemblies penetrated
Number of rods disrupted
Volume blowdown factor
Average rod missing length
Average assembly swept mass
Maximum assembly mass swept mass
Average respirable release
Maximum respirable release
(ejected by HEDD)
Average estimated respirable mass created
inside cask by HEDD
Maximum estimated respirable mass created
inside cask bv HEDD
Average respirable aerosol release fraction
Maximum respirable aerosol release fraction
Crud release fraction
Noble gas release fraction
Total volatile aerosol fraction b

Truck Cask
2

272

0.38
9.0 cm
7.3 kg
9.6 kg

1.7E-2 kg
2.2E-2 kg

1.1 kg

1.4 kg

1.2E-4
1.6E-4
7.5E-5
2.OE-2

Notes/Range a
89 cm

Spent nuclear fuel,
Zircaloy-4, air

4.7E-5 to 3.OE-4
5.4E-5 to 3.9E-4
3.lE-5 to 1.4E-4
1.2E-2 to 2.6E-2
4.2E-4 to’2.OE-3

Rail Cask
2.4
294

0.046
7.7 cm
6.7 kg
8.7 kg

1.5E-2 kg
2.OE-2 kg

0.98 kg

1.3 kg

3.113-6
4.OE-6
1.3E-6
4.lE-4
1 .7 E-51.OE-3

a. Range obtained using @ RISK code (Palisades Corp). Input and output values are contained in Appendix A, Table A-
h. Highest value given in Wilmot et al. (1983) for gap volatiles (radiocesium) was 2.95E-03..... .-—

7
Spent nuclear fuel,

Zircalo -4, air

1.lE-6 to 8.5E-6
1.3E-6 to 1.OE-5
4.5E-7 to 3.OE-6
2.3E-4 to 6.7E-4
6.2E-6 to 4.OE-5

. 94



Table3.Results forHEDD2Releases asIkaction of Total Inventory

‘IYuckCask

4ssembliespenetrated 2

Wnbcr of rodsdisrupted 136

Volumeblowdownfactor 0.23

Averagerodmissinglengtl] 4,1cm

Averageassemblysweptmass 1.7kg

Maximumassemblysweptmass 2.2kg

Averagerespirablerelease 3.8E-03kg

Maximumrespirablerelease 5,0E-03kg

(EjectedbyHEDD)
Avemgeestimatedrespirablemasscreated 2.5E-1kg

insidecaskbyHEDD
Maximumestimatedrespirablemasscreated 3.2E-1kg

Notes/Rangea
88cm

Spentnuclearfuel,
Zircaloy-4,air

4.9E-6to 3.6E-5
6,1E-6(04.6E-5
3.OE-6to 1.4E-5
3,3E-3to 7.OE-3
4.6E-5to 2,2E-4

Rail Cask
1.7
90
0.014
3.3cm
0.87kg
1.1kg

2.OE-3kg
2.6E-3kg

1.3E-1kg

1.7E-1kg

2.3E-7
3.OE-7
4.7E-8
3.9E-5

insidecaskbyHEDD
Averagerespirableaerosolreleasefraction 1.8E-5

Maximumrespirableaerosolreleasefraction 2.4E-5

Crudreleasefraction 9.lE-6

Noblegasreleasefraction 6.2E-3

Totalvolatileaerosolfractionb 1.4E-4

a. Rangeobtainedusing@RISKcode(PalisadesCorp). Inputandoutputvaluesarecontainedin AppendixA,TableA-
b. Higl}estvaluegiveninWilmotet al. (1983)forgapvolatiles[radiocesium)was2.95E-03.

7.2E-7

Notes/Range
95cm

Spentnuclearfuel,
Zircaloy-4,air

l,lE-7 to 7.3E-7

1.2E-7to 8.2E-7
2.3E-8to 1.5E-7
3.lE-5 to 8.6E-5
3,5E-7to 2.3E-6
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5. ANALYSIS OF CASK PERFORMANCE AND RELATED FACTORS

5.1 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

5.1.1 Fuel Disruption

The total respirable fuel matrix release is dominated by the blowdown of the aerosol presumed to
have been produced within the cask by the action of the HEDD. Blowdown transports, but does
not itself, produce aerosols. There are two independent blowdown mechanisms: depressurizatior
of damaged fuel rods and depressurization of the cask. Sandoval et al. (1983) did not observe
this source because of the unpressurized nature of the surrogate fuel used in the experiment. The
exact magnitude of this source is not known, but reasoned estimates have been made in order to
provide as complete a picture of sabotage impacts as possible. Another factor included here is
the scaling to spent fuel from the surrogate used by Sandoval et al. (1983). In this report, a ratio
of 3 is used (i.e., 3 kg of spent fuel aerosol is predicted for each kilogram of surrogate aerosol
production). Thus, three modifying factors affect the results reported herein compared to
Sandoval et al. (1983):

■ A source of fuel matrix aerosol in the cask (not measured in, nor the goal of, the
Sandoval experiments)

“ Fuel aerosol sources extrapolated from surrogate data to spent fuel by a factor of 3 (could
not be directly measured in the Sandoval tests)

■ Emanation of aerosols from within the cask as a result of release of fuel rod plenum gases
after disruption of the rod by the HEDD (could not be directly observed by Sandoval et
al., 1983).

HEDD1
The results of the analysis for the truck cask design indicate larger releases than in the Sandia
full-scale test as a result of fines entrainment following depressurization. The predicted average
respirable release (shown in Tables 2 and 3) of 1.7E-02 kg is approximately 6 times the value for
the Sandia test of 2.93E-03 kg. In the scenario analyzed here, the HEDD penetrated 2 fuel
assemblies rather than 1, and the SFR of 3 accounts for the factor of 6 increase in prompt
respirable release.

The total respirable aerosol fraction from the truck cask subjected to HEDD 1 was 1.2E-4, which
can be compared to the value from the Sandoval report of 1.5E-5. The order of magnitude
increase for this analysis is a result of the factors noted above (i.e., 1.5E-5 x 6 ● lE-4).

In the rail cask calculations, the average amount released as respirable material is estimated at
1.5E-02 kg. These values agree within about a factor of 2 with the predicted value of 7. lE-03 kg
obtained by multiplying the 1-assembly Sandia test value (2.93E-03 kg) by the number of
assemblies penetrated (2.4) and, thus, are reasonably consistent. The average fraction released as
respirable aerosol (3. lE-06) is considerably lower, of course, because the total mass of fuel in the
rail cask is much higher.
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HEDD2
The aerosol production values for this device are not as large as those for HEDD 1. The truck
cask anal ysis indicates that HEDD2, like HEDD 1, would penetrate 2 assemblies (the maximum
number of assemblies that could be penetrated for the optimal line of attack) but would not
penetrate the back wall of the cask. While HEDD2 was designed to be highly efficient in
penetrating power for the high explosive it contains, the damage diameter it produces is
approximate y one-half that of HEDD 1; therefore, the affected volume is smaller. As a result, a
smaller average prompt respirable release of 3 .8E-03 kg and a corresponding y smaller total
respirable release fraction of 1.8E-5 is predicted.

The rail cask data indicate that penetration would be somewhat reduced to 1.7 assemblies, versus
2.4 for HEDD 1, with smaller affected volume. The average prompt respirable release is
calculated to be 2.OE-03 kg, or approximately one-tenth of the HEDD 1 release. This is reflected
in the reduced total respirable release fraction of 2.3E-7.

5.1.2 Other Fuel Components

Spent fuel contains fission products that are noble gases (e.g., krypton-85) or volatiles (e.g.,
cesium- 137) that might be released from the fuel-clad gap and driven out of the ceramic fuel
matrix by the HEDD attack. While the noble gases are easily mobilized, cesium would require
temperatures in excess of 750 C to be released in vapor form. Sandoval et al. (1983) found
evidence of temperatures in that range during the full scale tests. In addition, PWR fuel may
have crud deposits on the outer surfaces of the fuel rods. These deposits contain cobalt-60, a
high-energy gamma emitter that is an activation product. The amount of gaseous and volatile
fission products released in a HEDD attack can be estimated by determining the amount present
in the swept fuel volume. Experiments with actual spent fuel rod segments carried out at Battelle
(Lorenz et al., 1979) indicated that even when fuel rod failure is caused by heating to burst
rupture, the rapid depressurization that follows releases only material in the immediate vicinity
of the failure point and that additional gases and volatiles are not released from more distal
regions of the fuel rods. Recent work by Sprung et al. (1998) provided an explanation for and a
mathematical model of this phenomenon. One should also note that a larger fraction of the
volatiles would be expected to condense on the nearest available cold surface. Because a HEDD
attack, unlike an accident involving prolonged prior heating from a fire, would present an
abundance of cold surfaces in the immediate vicinity of the release point, it can be expected that
very little of this material would be available for downwind dispersion. However, no attempt has
been made to quantify this plate out effect.

The crud release calculation is based on Mishima’s estimate of 0.9 Ci of crud per assembly
(Mishima and Olson, 1990). In addition, they report that under significant mechanical forces,
only 7.5 E-7 of crud spalled off fuel rods being processed, of which 2.2E-7 became airborne (and
presumably, respirable). For the HEDD1 scenarios, all crud in the disrupted lengths of 9.02 cm
and 7.70 cm, respectively, was assumed to be released as particulate matter with 590 being
respirable. In the affected areas, 7.5 E-7 was assumed to be released with 30% respirable. This
gives an equivalent release fractions to the environment of 7.5 E-5 and 1.3E-06 for truck and rail
casks, respectively. Because effective diameters for HEDD2 scenarios are approximately
one-half of the diameter values for HEDD1, releases of crud also decrease (see Tables 2 and 3).
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5.2 UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH ANALYSIS

5.2.1 Factors Affecting Performance of HEDD

The analyses performed at SNL assumed flawless execution. There area number of physical
factors that may act to prevent complete success. These factors apply most particularly to
scenarios in which an HEDD is delivered by means of a rocket attack on a cask-carrying truck or
railcar. As noted earlier, while the rockets themselves may be purchasable on some weapons
black markets, the ancillary launch and guidance equipment is less likely to be available.

Obliquity
Any explosive device that focuses HE Energy requires zero obliquity (perpendicular strike) for
optimum performance (penetration). Terrorists in physical control of a shipment would have
little difficulty ensuring this condition is satisfied. Attacks from a distance, i.e., by means of a
rocket-propelled projectile, however, are not certain to satisfy this condition. Should an attack
be attempted with a homemade launcher, for example, the chances of success are greatly
diminished. In the absence of an active guidance system, the angle of impact is difficult to
control. The impact angle could be somewhat oblique (depending on weapon speed). Even
under the assumption that the guidance equipment could be obtained along with the rocket itself,
other factors influence the probability of success, and they are discussed in the next paragraphs.

Among these other factors is operator training. Adequate training implies previous actual firing
of the same or a similar device as many times as would occur in an armed forces training school
on the use of such devices. The amount of training required varies and is more extensive the
more sophisticated the weapon (actual training times for particular weapons cannot be identified
in this document.). Such training is generally only obtainable while serving in the armed forces,
and a conservative point estimate of the likelihood of adequate training is represented by the
fraction of the adult population who are armed forces veterans (approximately 10%).10 This
conditional probability modifies any estimate that might be made of the likelihood of an armed
forces veteran becoming a terrorist.

Range-related inaccuracy is another potential problem in a “shoot from a distance” situation.
These weapons were not meant to be used at very close range. It is impossible to adequately
track and lock on to a moving target less than a few hundred meters away (exact distances cannot
be disclosed). Because this factor could result in a total miss, it is worthy of consideration. This
factor cannot be considered as entirely independent of the training factor because one aspect of
training is learning the effective range of a device. Nevertheless, errors in distance measurement
or estimation, terrain-related constraints, and so forth could influence actual firing distance.

Shape of the target surface is yet another factor. Achieving V obliquity on a rounded surface is
difficult. The shape of the cask becomes important when considering this factor. A broadside

10Based on current estimates of a total veteran population of approximately 26,000,000 (from Veteran Affairs
website httP://www.va.~ov/OCA/4O3drt- 1.doc) and a total U.S. population of approximately 271,000,000 (from the

Census Bureau website’s PopClock for Ott 13, 1998, http://www.census. gov/mairdwww/popclock. html).
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attack would result in impact on a relatively low-curvature surface for the rail cask and angled or
more rounded surface for the truck cask. In either case, it could be assumed that any degree of
obliquity from +90° to -90’ is achievable but with relatively large angles more likely for the truck
cask. The U.S. Army has quantitatively correlated degree of penetration with obliquity for many
devices.

To summarize, factors affecting achievement of zero obliquity are:
‘ Use of home-made launcher
■ Inadequate operator training (assumes possession of proper launcher/guidance

equipment)
“ Inaccuracy due to operation outside the range recommended for the device (any launcher)
‘ Impact of projectile with a rounded cask surface (any launcher).

Stand-Off Distance
Many devices perform sub-optimally if the proper standoff distance (distance between target
surface and the HEDD) is not achieved. Intervening features, such as antipersonnel barriers and
impact limiters, could defeat an attack by causing the device to detonate at a sub-optimal
distance from the cask surface. The “active armor” in modem military tanks takes advantage of
this fact. Detonation at sub-optimal standoff distances could result in either a lesser breach or no
breach of the cask containment barrier. The primary consequence of inadequate penetration
would be to reduce the magnitude of the source term.

5.2.2 Meteorological Factors

Four meteorological factors are considered when potential dispersal of any material that is toxic
by inhalation is assessed. These factors are

■ Atmospheric stability
■ Wind speed
m Wind direction
= Precipitation.

Atmospheric stability indicates the degree of mixing and dilution that occurs as a “puff” of some
respirable material moves downwind. Dilution tends to occur rapidly except in highly stable,
low wind speed conditions, which are relatively uncommon. The greater and more rapid the
dilution, the lower the health effects expected in potentially exposed persons located downwind
of the release point. The occurrence of precipitation during or immediately following a release
event results in what is often called rain out or wash out, which cause airborne aerosol to drop
precipitously and be deposited on the ground instead. This results in a localized pocket of
ground contamination, from which persons can be rapidly evacuated, and a large decrease in
inhalation dose.

i

.

4.
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5.2.3 Surrounding Population

Persons in the Plume Footprint during Downwind Dispersal
In the event of a successful attack, some of the disrupted fuel will be released as aerosols. As
noted previously, the respirable aerosol fraction was estimated from actual experimental data by
Sandoval et al. (1983) and found to be about 0.5% of the total released material or 1.46E-05 of
the total cask inventory. The calculated values for the two new cask designs are comparable.

Population subgroups potentially affected by dispersal consist of those persons who might be in
the plume footprint. They are:

‘ Residential population
■ Worker population (e.g., drivers, escorts)
■ On-link population (e.g., commuters)
■ Nonresident population (e.g., shoppers).

The presence of these groups is location-specific and time dependent. The sizes and
distributions of these populations directly affect the potential magnitude of population dose
resulting from aerosol release. For any given location, wind direction and the other
meteorological factors discussed previously, also influence potential dose magnitude. The
Sandoval report considered a highly urban population (approximately 10,000 persons/mi2
uniformly distributed) as an upper bound.

Persons in the Immediate Vicinity
In the event of a successful attack, some of the disrupted fuel that is not dispersed as aerosol will
fall onto nearby surfaces as particulate and fragments. The majority of the fuel in the cask will
remain in the cask, and the penetration in the cask wall could create a localized loss of shielding.
In the event of precipitation (rain or snow), a fraction of the aerosol released to the atmosphere
could be rained out within fairly short radial distances of the event site. These phenomena could
combine to generate a localized radiation field of high intensity. It is possible that some
members of the public would be unavoidably exposed, especially in a standoff attack situations
in which there is little or no time to carry out precautionary evacuation. In most cases, terrorists
seeking to assume physical control of a shipment will have been sufficiently overt that most of
the population remaining in the immediate vicinity would have been able to withdraw from the
area.
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6. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

There are several important observations to be drawn from the results presented in Chapter 5.

■ The first is that although HEDD 1 and HEDD2 are shown to penetrate a single wall of a spent
nuclear fuel cask, neither HEDD 1 nor HEDD2 fully penetrate both walls and intervening
spent fuel of the cask types considered here. The fact that HEDD 1 and HEDD2 will
penetrate a single wall of a spent nuclear fuel cask should not be viewed as unusual because
spent nuclear fuel casks are not designed to resist attack by HEDDs, such as HEDD 1 or
HEDD2, and many armored vehicles would also be penetrated by HEDD1 or HEDD2.

■ The second important observation is that HEDD 1 would cause more damage to both the
truck and rail casks than HEDD2. For the truck cask, both HEDD 1 and HEDD2 penetrate 2
spent fuel assemblies. However, the average diameter of the penetration created by HEDD 1
in the spent fuel assemblies is over twice as large as the average diameter in the spent fuel
assemblies created by HEDD2. For the rail cask, HEDD 1 penetrates about 2.4 spent fuel
assemblies, while HEDD2 penetrates about 1.7 spent fuel assemblies even though the
HEDD2 has greater penetration depth in steel. The layered nature of the cask’s construction
vitiates HEDD2 more readily compared to HEDD 1, probably as a result of its smaller
diameter. As with the truck cask, the average diameter of the penetration created by HEDD 1
in the spent fuel assemblies is over twice as large as the average diameter in the spent fuel
assemblies created by HEDD2. In addition, the volume of damaged spent fuel created by
HEDD1 in the truck cask is larger than the volume of damaged spent fuel created by HEDD1
in the rail cask, even though HEDD 1 penetrates slightly further into spent fuel assemblies
contained in the rail cask. These results confirm the choice of HEDD 1 made in Sandoval et
al. (1983) and also confirm that HEDD 1 is expected to cause more damage than other
HEDDs similar to HEDD2.

■ The third important observation is that an additional mechanism of release was identified that
was not accounted for in previous tests or analyses. This additional mechanism was due to
the expulsion of aerosol from the interior space of the cask as a result of venting the high-
-pressure gases from the plenum of disrupted fuel rods. This mechanism is commonly known
as blowdown. During blowdown, this high-pressure gas escapes from the cask, also
transporting the aerosol from the cask. Methods and data that are likely to overestimate the
amount of material released during blowdown were used to estimate the magnitude of this
additional release mechanism.

z The fourth important observation is that the largest release fractions were observed for
HEDD1 and the truck cask (see Tables 2 and 3). The reasons for this were:
1. the average diameter of the penetration created by HEDD 1 in the spent fuel assemblies is

over twice as large as the average diameter of the penetration in the spent fuel assemblies
created by HEDD2 for either the truck or rail casks,

2. the volume of damaged spent fuel created by HEDD 1 in the truck cask is larger than the
volume of damaged spent fuel created by HEDD 1 in the rail cask,

3. the truck cask has a smaller internal volume than the rail cask, which increases the
releases due to blowdown, and
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4. the number of spent fuel assemblies penetrated by either HEDD 1 or HEDD2 is a larger
fraction of the total number of spent fuel assemblies contained in the truck cask than
contained in the rail cask.

■ The fifth important observation is that the releases due to the direct ejection of material by
HEDD 1 obtained in this analysis are in reasonable agreement with the results obtained by
Sandoval et al. (1983). For example, Sandoval et al. (1983) predicted a release of about 3 g
of respirable aerosol from a truck cask carrying a single spent fuel assembly. If two spent
fuel assemblies were penetrated, a release of about 6 g would be predicted. Using an SFR of
3, Sandoval et al. (1983) would predict a release of about 18 g of respirable irradiated spent
nuclear fuel. This analysis predicted a release of about 20 g of respirable irradiated spent
nuclear fuel from the direct ejection of material by HEDD 1, which is in reasonable
agreement with the value of 18 g that would be predicted by Sandoval et al. (1983).

When the contribution from blowdown is included, the source terms ranged from 3. lE-6 to
1.2E-4. This is about 0.0003% to 0.01% of the total cask contents. Blowdown accounts for
about 50% of the total source term from the rail cask and over 90% of the total source term
from the truck cask. A conservative method was used to estimate the likely contribution of
blowdown to the source term. Although it is possible to develop a more precise estimate, it
is expected that the current analysis would bound those results.

“ The sixth important observation is that the release fractions developed in this report are
similar to those used to develop consequence estimates for accidents in prior transportation
risk assessments. For the purpose of comparison with comparable levels of accident-caused
damage, respirable aerosol release fractions for high severity accidents taken from spent fuel
accident risk analyses performed in the past two decades were obtained and compared as
shown in Table 6.

The earliest study cited in Table 6, the “Cost-Risk Study,” describes a six-category accident
severity classification scheme for spent fuel casks that has been used in a number of past
DOE environmental analyses (e.g., DOE, 1986). The more recent “Modal Study” describes a
20-category classification scheme that is currently being used in DOE environmental
analyses. Table 6 gives maximum values for the most severe accident(s) for all physical-
chemical groups considered in the “Modal Study”.

As Table 6 indicates, the accident-related release fractions (except for matrix materials) are
greater than the release fractions for HEDD2 and HEDD1, but, in general, the release
fractions are comparable to the Modal Study values. The matrix release fraction values for
accidents are generally lower because accident-driven matrix oxidation is less efficient at
releasing matrix material than the action of HEDDs. Thus, the sabotage results derived in
this report do not represent an extraordinary change in the release fraction compared to those
for accidents.
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Table 6. Comparison of Sabotage and Accident Release Fractions

Cask Type / “Modal Study”
Physical-Chemical HEDD 1 HEDD2 Most Severe “Cost-Risk Study”

Group Attack Attack Accident a Most Severe Accident b

Truck Cask

I CO-60 (crud) \ 7.5E-05 I 9. lE-6 \ Not Reported I 6.OE-04 I. .

Radiocesium 1.OE-03 1.4E-4 2.OE-03 2.8E-04
Noble Gas 2.0E-02 6.2E-3 6.3E-01 1.lE-01

Matrix 1.2E-04 1.8E-5 2.OE-05 2.5E-09

Rail Cask I
CO-60 (crud) 1.3E-06 4.7E-8 Not Reported 6.OE-04
Radiocesium 1.7E-05 7.2E-7 2.OE-03 2.8E-04

Noble Gas 4. OE-04 3.9E-5 6.3E-01 1.lE-01
Matrix 3. lE-06 2.3 E-7 2.OE-05 2.5E-09

a. Fischer et al. (1987).
b. Neuhauser et al. (1984).
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

Table A-1: Selected Results from the Sandoval Report (SAND82-2365) with
Additional Analysis

Table A-2: HEDD Calculation Worksheet

Table A-3: Analysis of Data from BCL Tests (NUREG CR-2472/BM12095 & NUREG CR-
24721BM12089)

Table A-4: Data for Aerosol Production from Brittle Materials Subjected to High
Intensity Impacts

Table A-5a: Simulation Variables for YMPre29r.xls Input and Output Tables from
@RISK Analysis for Range of Results

Table A-5.b: Output Cell Statistics for @RISK Calculation
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TABLE A-2.b HED # 1 SCAP CODE PREDICTED VERSIJS MEA.SrJRED HOLE DIAMETER DATA

(information from M. Mgil (9/22/98)

Data Source Di De Da

Fuel Average

Composite Initial SCAP Exit SCAP SCAP

PWR Density Fuel Hole FuelHole FuelHole

ARRAY (g/cc) Diameter (in) Diameter (in) Diameter

SCAP CODE 15X15 7. IOE+OO 1.60E+O0 1.22E+O0 1.41 E+O0

SAND82-2365 15X15

Max Fuel Rod

7.1 OE+OO 3.00E+OO NA 3.00E+OO Missing Length

I)r - Diameter Ratio 1.88E+O0 2.13E+O0 (EXP./SCAP)

2.00E+OO (to Tbl. A-7.. al Avg Ratio

NA - NOT AVAILABLE

Dr - EXPERIMENTALLY (EXP.) MEASUREO VALUE DIVIDED BY THE SCAP CODE

PREDICTED VALUE.
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A B c I D [ E F I G I H I J K L M

Table A-3: Analysis of Data from BCL Tests INUREG CR.24j’21eM12C195& NUREG CR-24721BM12089)
.

H
L

i 1 I Sample

3 <--- —..—.BMI 2095 source—.----------.---> ~
4 <--Table 5.1--> <---------Table 5-3----------->

Aerosol

Aerosol Mass) /

Cone. Airborne (Mass

(g/ltr) Mass (g) Disrupted) SFR
Test M dis M rel Time SR Cass 1 SR Cass 2 (h+ f]/[g + e)

5 Event

[value at [value at

(g)

(value al

(9) (Min) (Urn) (Ugl {l/ml (Wr) I Oelt leWK31 ,ef~/c~l g] Ief t/K43)

6 HS 1 115.1 32.6 0.5 10 0 10 0 0!00!
7 1 10 19.B 10 301 32.08
8 2 10 938.3 10 798.2 B6.B3
9 5 10 612.1 10 120.2 12.2?
10 10 10 9.1 10 169.4 1.79
11 Total 132.90 3.06E-02 2.66E-04 2.8

12

13

14 HS2 81.3 16.9 0.5 10 9.4 10 2.4 1.18 I
15 1 10 3.6 10 477. 5 48.11
161 I “2 10 506 10 0. 3 25.32

171 I 5 10 441.3 10 6. 5 7.46

181 10 10 16.8 10 2.8 0.20
l~j Total 82.26 1.89E-02 2.33 E-O4 2.5

20
21 I

22 HS7 117.8 35.1 0.5 12.9 351.1 14<1 435.2 58.24

23 1 13. 6 172.9 14.1 12.48

24 2{ 14 386.7 14. 3 1214 56.63

25 51 13. 5 496.5 13. 9 723.3 14.84

26 ~ 13.10 5 239.9 13. 7 176.7 3.06

27 I Total 145.26 3.34E-02 [ 2.84E-04 3.0

26 i’
29
30 IHS8 131 37.7 0.5 131 2905 14.1 759
31

270.41

1 131 2674 14.1 916
32

264.94

2 14 6 15. 7 677 23.00

33 5 13.5 4988 13. 8 i 60.90
34 i 10 13.5 2739 13. 7 891 20.79

35 Total 640.04 1.47E-01 1.12E-03 12.0

36
BMI

37 2089

38 CS8 82.3 14.4 0.5 18.00 {read from Fi9 7-5. EM12089
’391 1 7.00

40 \ 2 I 4.50
41 5 2.50
42 f 10 1.50
43 Total
441

33.50 7.71 E-03 9.36E-05



Table A-4: Data for Aerosol Production from Brittle Materials Subjected to I-ligh lr~tensity Impacts

I I
Particle Size Distribution Parameters

?

Speciman Characteristics Impact Data tvlass Median eom. Std. De\ Mass < 10um geon l~st. Resp.

I)enshy IXr. ● Energy in E density ~. (mm) +:-4 Sig g +/- Percent -1- / -

source iamete Length Mass
Percent

fvlatedal
27.02= ‘ 39.70 2.88 dia 146.00 10.59 2.6 . 6.4 0.2 0.137 t)% 0.02

FlL131 {1) Table 6 / Jar
0.14%

40.Xi 2.6 0.2 6.6 0.4 0.1606% 0.05 0.16’%

Km ! 25.4 29.1 2,76 clia 148.00 10,04

~ 47.20 2.63 dia 178.00 9.93 3.7 0.7 8.5 0.3 0.2862% 0.03 0.29%

Ii Si 28.1 28.9 —.. —.——

i ---K7— 2.2 0.6 7 0.3 m% 0.05 0,289’0“
__—
\lkoxidc

25.4 33.20 2.52 dia 131.00 9.94
.—. —— —— ——

~ 2.3 0.310.02 “ ‘ 6.5 — ‘– TFi0.3 0.1835% 0.04

~ 25.4 25.2 2.95 . dia — — — — — -— -—128.00 _—

‘yrex — I 2 - ;:”: ::::: “-++ X ::~z ‘:% —++ 3 s ~ —= ~ s;
;ynroc B

I

26.8 .
—— 25.4 27.3 53.50 ~ ‘-_ .-iZiG.oo . — —3.87 dla ~9E 4.7 0.7 6.1 . ..~
;ynroc D 0.5 0.1067QA 0.03

i 20.7 20.4 29.90 4.36 dia 69.00 10.0 5 6.4
~ynroc c1

2.4 8.2 0.11%
——

“ --KS 4= dia 9.6 0.9 mm 0.03 o.11%
_— 20.7 28.40 67.00 10.0 0 10 3

;ynroc C2 i — “
——

Failmed
18.2 40.80 3.97 =ia 102.00 9.9 4 13.7 2.1 9.3 0.3 0.0600’%0 0.01

26.8
0.06’Y 0

I

——
-.— o.43°h

—— -J 23:00 1.7 8 dia 131.00 10.1 4 2.3 0.3 7.9 0.2 0.4256% 0.04

m ~::::,:;i b 25.4 . . — — — —
21.2 6 10.6 0 dia 25.51 1.2 0 18 2 9 0.3 0.0323?6 0,04

13.7 13.6
.0.03%

Jranium 1 Fig!i4 I Mac —— —
13.6 21.2 6 10.6 0 dia 26.51 _ — — — -—1.2 0 20 2 8. 3 0, 3 0.0164”A - 0.04 0.029’ 0

~kml 2 Fig 5-5 / Mac 13.7 — ———. —
“ Table 9 I Jar 3.7 2 2.2 2 dia 236.0 0 141.0 0 0.1 8 0.0 2 4. 7 1 3,0902°h %T2

12.65 13!3
3.09%

‘yrex — —
o ~ 4 ‘~ia 14 1 OT 8 5. 2 0: 3

_—
12.7 8 12. 7 4.46 5 23 0 0.3 2 1.78° /6

;RL131

/
lZ- 0 4.1 4 dia– 253.o 0 0.0 5 5: 4 0. 1 0.7805Y o 0. 1 0.78° /6

_——
~ynroc B 12.7 8 7,4 2 141.0 0 0.5 9

T 4——— 3.9 3 dia 240.0 0 141.0 0 0.5 2 0.0 3 --’K_ 97 1 1 .3003’Y o- 0. 1 1.30° /6
——
~ynroc D

13. 1 6.6 9
2. 7 0. 6 6. f3 r).4 0,1747% 0.17” /6

—.—
Table 7, / Jar 34.6 2 2.8 2 dia 122.7 7 10.0 0 0.0 5

2 6 25. 0
SRL131 Ill

—.

34.6 2 2.8 2 dia 61.3 8 5,0 c o. 4 0.0251° /65. 4 1. 7 6. 1 ___
SflL131 (1)

0.01 8

I 2 5 25. 0
0.03 %

$~~ / . 25. 0 34.6 2 2.B 2 Ta 29.4 6 2.4 0 5 1. 7 7. 5 0. 5 0.1020° /6 0.00 8
2 5

0.1OO/0.-

34.6 2 — --TZ’7- 32.8 2 dia 1,2 0 — T 4 0.0156° /69, 5 2. 5 6. 7 _ — 0.00 4 0.02” /6

mm (1) I 2 5 25. 0
—77.1 3 2,2 1 dia 122.7 7 10.0 0 1. 7 0. 5 6. 3 0. 4 0.2633° /6 0,6--4

‘1K 76 n
0,26° h

2.2 1 dia 61.3 8 5.0 0 3. 4 0. 7 6. 7 o. 4 0.1090’3 b 0.0 2 0.110 /6

— —
2.2 1 dia 29.4 6 2.4 0 6.3 1. 4 7. 3 0. 5 0.0504° h 0.00 7 0.05 “h

——
— —

2.2 1 _dia 14.7 3 1. 20 11 3 8. 7 0. 5 0.0604° h 0.0 1 0.06 “h

~yrex
. — —

v

-:* ? ‘ ‘ ~ ‘- : - = - ‘- - -

&--- —----
____=L

4.2 0 ax 216.3 6 141. 00 0.4 1 0.1 4 4. 8 0, 2 0.8956° A 0.2 4 o.= %

Synrocl W.US1Table : I Jar 12.5 12.5 6,45
‘~ 6.3 8 141. 00 0.6 5 0.2 27 .3 r).4 1.7868° /6 o. 4 1.79 v.

~miia
12.5 12.5 6.45 4.2 0 ax

~ 216.3 8 ~ 00 0.6 6 0.4 87 .4 0 .9- 1.8162° h o. 8 1.82 96

q~l ‘
12.5 12.5 6.45 4. 20 ax _—

~ 15.2 10, 08 rlia 1100.0 0 0.04 5N Al 1 N A 26.5248 % NA
= 10.41 1065. 13

26.52 9“

SF-1 [mail
— .

10. 08 di a ~.o o 106”5. 13 Nii ‘3.3637 % N A
9.3

0.02 lN A 1 .5 3.36 ‘%

ij~~lr 15.2 10.41 — —
i— 10.41 10. 0~ dia 1100. 00 ‘- “—1065. 13 0.03 2N Al 1 T A ‘5i~~ Y. — ‘-N A

9.3 15.2

31.38 Yo
— —- —

SF-2 (max)
— .

_—
1cr.08 di a 1100. 00 1065. 13 0.02 2N A 1.5 NA 2.5913 % NA 2.59 %

~;~in) $ 9.3 15.2 10.41
—.

— — —— —
10. 08 di a 1100. 00 1065. 13 N AN AN AN A_ N A 2.54 70

“ Fig 7-27 I AIv 9.3 15.2 lr9.41
SF-3 resP _

— —

Pyrex

1’
4“.-~ -

Pyrex ~ ‘;; 25.0 27.13

pyrex i
25 25.0 27.13 “

_— ‘lK 7ri n 77.13

I

rvtac = McDougall H. R. et al, “Site Characterization Plan Conceptual Design Report: Appendix F“, SAND84-2641,
Sanrtia National I.aboratories, Sept. 1987.

Jar= Jardirle, L. J. et al, “Final Rep’t of Experimental Lab Scale Brittle Fracture Studias of Glasses and Ceramics”,
ANL f32-29, Argonne Nat’f I.ahoratory, Oct.

m,I = Alvarez. J. L. et al “Waste Forms Response project:
Correlation Testing”, EGG-PR-5590, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Sept. 1982

-,. . ..-—- .
● Direction of Impact; dia = tiiametral; ax = axial

+1 .. 4>
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Output Vnriables:

E
cell

C64

D64

KI--

F64.—
C65

D65

E65

F65

C66

ID66

Name

Total Max Flesp. Fraction Fuel Matrix Released to Enviroomen

Total Max Resp. Fraction Fuel Matrix Released to Environment

Total Max Resp, Fraction Fuel Matrix Released to Environment

Total Max Resp, Fraction Fuel Matrix Released to Environment

~Total Avg. flesp. Fraction Fuel Matrix Released to Environme-

Total Avg. Resp, Fraction Fuel Matrix Released to Environme

Total Avg. f?esp. Fraction Fuel Matrix Released to Environme——-
Total Avg. Flesp. Fraction Fuel Matrix fleleased to Environme

Total Resoirable Fraction Co as Crud Released to Environment

Total flesDirable Fraction Co as Crud Released to Environmen—

Current

0.00016257

4.01836E-OE

2.35287E-05

2.98E-07
0,000126913

3.41844E-06

1.85677E-05

2.73E-07

7.45254E-05

1.27771tE-06

F66

C67

D67

9.1 1304E-06

4.68E-08
IE66 lTotal Respirable Fraction Co as Crud Released to Environment

— ——

Total Respirable Frac!ion Co as Crud Released to Environment

Total Fraction Cs as Released to Environment / Trllck Cask I 0.001029511

Total Fraction Cs as Released to Environment ( Rail Cask 1,73214E-05

E67 Total Fraction Cs as Released to Environment iTruck Cask 0.000143217

F67 Total Fraction Cs as Released to Environment/ Rail Cask 7,20E-07

C60 Total Fraction Te Released to Environment I Truck Cask 0.001029511

D68 Tot$ Fraction Te Released to Environment / Rail Cask 1.73214E-05

E6t3 Total Fraction Te Released to Environment I Truck Cask 0.000143217

F68 Total Fraction T! Raleased to Environment 1 Rail Cask 7,20E-07

C69 Total Fraction Noble Gases Released to Environment/ Truck 0.020139408

Q69 Total Fraction Noble Gases Released to Environment I Rail 0.000404798

F 0.006201065

3.91697E-05
%9 ~~action Noble Gases Releesed to Environment /Truck~

!=9—!Tntal Fraction Noble Gases Released to Environment/Rail ‘1

lC7tl lMax.hrel mass Fraction Eiected (not resu,) /Truck Cask I 0,003040 ”7771

r .’-’-
D70 Max. Fuel mass Fraction Ejected (not resp.) /Rail Cask

E70 Max. Fuel mass Fraction Elected (not resp.l /Truck Cask

F70 Max. Fuel mass Fraction Ejected (not resp,) /Rail Cask

C71 Avg,Fuel mass Fraction Eject;d (r~otresp.) /Truck Cask

--l0.000423254

0,000687002

\D71 lAvg.Fuel mass Fraction Ejected (notresp.) /Rail Cask 1 I

F
E71

F71

C72

D72

E72

z

Avg.Fuel mass Fraction Ejected (not resp.) / Truck Cask 0,000525759

fi=ass Fraction Ejected (not respJ / Rail Cask 4.25024E-05

Crud Fraction Ejected by HEDD (not resp] / Truck Cask 2.25E-07

Crud Fraction Eiected bv HEDD hot rem)/ RailCask 3.04E-07

Crud Fraction Ejected by HEDD [not resp] / Truck Cask 6.91E-07

Crud Fraction Eiected bv HEDD [not respl / Rail Cask I 4.63E-09



Table A-5a [con’t): Simrrlation Variables for YMPre29r. xls

Input Variables:

Cell lName Current Worksheet Distribution Formula in Cell
! K42 Ins/Full Scale Post-Test Unifoml(0.9,1 .1) [YMPre29r.xlslSandoval ‘= RiskUniform(0.9,1 .1) ’275

I
I UA’I In= / Ci,ll C,.ala D,$c*-1-e”* ]l..:c... -fn n 4 I, tv., n... ?n. ..l-IC . . .. A----- , — 0:”1,: ,.7.J ,,- , , .,,, “UIZIC2 , “a.- , G-,

PI
IU1lIIUI1ll IU.2, 1. 1) [ 1 lViTIWLJ1. Xl>j~dl#UUVdl I = rl,>~Uniform(O.9,1.1 ) “76

1 K49 Aerosolized fraction of mass within hola = / ns jLfniform(O.9,1. 1)—.-— [YMPre29r.xls]Sandoval
1 K53 Released from cask/estimated swept mass = / ns

1’=RiskUniform(O.9,1. 1) ●K36/K47
jUnifornl[O. 9,1.1 ) [YMPre29r.xls)Sancf oval 1’= R

I K57 Spent Fuel I ns Unifornl(2,4) ~~e29r. xls]Sendovsl
! K60 Est’d total SF aerosol masslswept mass= I ns Uniform(O.9,1.1 ) [YMPre29r. xls]Sand~
I f135 Average crud fraction spalled from disturbed section per Mis Unifornl(0.8,1 .2) lYMPre29r.xls]YMPinput
I Q36 Spalled Crud Respireble fraction per Mishima I Spalled Crud Lfniform[0.8,1 .2) [YMPre29fislYMPinput

liskUniform(O.9,1.1 I ‘K34/K47
‘ = RiskUniform(2,4)
‘ = RiskUniform(O.9, 1.11 ●K59/K47
“= RiskUniform(O.8,1 .2) ‘0.00041
‘ = RiskUniform[O.8, 1.2) ‘0.croOOOf322

‘iskUniform(0.8, 1. 2) 40.00000075! 037 lFraction of brittle crud in_missing length that is respirabl lUniform(0.8,1 .2) l[YMPre29r.xlslYMPinput 1’=Ri
I H62 IPlenurn Volume Released (m -3) / (includes span fraction from lNormal(0.000745,0 .00001 8)l[YMPre29r,xls] YMPinput I ‘ =RiskNormal(0.000745, cr.00001 8) I

, , -.. ... . .. , -.. I “,,, ,”,,,,,”.”,, ,,,

I 189 ]truck / Dff jLfniform(0.9,1 .11

r ‘ ‘ “-1:?’ ‘ I -,,, ,”,,,,,., .-, . . . .

Uniform(U. Y,l.1 t ‘F6S
,, —:.--—.,n II ‘1 4,.,09 i

I J62 Pin plenum volume et STP (m -3) per Balfour et el I Pin/Assem Uniform(O.9,1. 1)
—

[YMPre29r.xls]YMPinput ‘= RiskUniform(0.9,1 .1) ’125
! J64 This does not include Cs and Te I Pin/Assembly volumes Uniform(O.4,0.8) [YMPre29r. xlslYMPinput ‘ =RiskUniform(0.4,0 .8)
t F88 truck I Dif Uniform(O.9, 1. 1) lYMPre29r.xls]YMPinput
I 188 truck I Dff

‘ =RiskUniform(O.9, 1.1) ‘F82
Uniform(0,9,1.1 ) [YMPre29r.xls]YMPinput ‘= RiskUniform(0.9,1 .1)*182

I K88 truck I Lf* Uniform[0.9,1 .1) [YMPre29r. xls]YMPinput
I FRO t.tick I 13if

‘ = RiskUniform(0.9,1.1 I*K82 + 0.5
I lnifnr~lf) O 1 1 I [YMPre29f.xlslYMPinput ‘= Risk[” “- ‘- -

. . ---- -

I K89 truck I Lf ●

[YMPrrr29r. xlslYMPinput ‘ = RiskLrnlrcwlT}lu.a, 1. II 10.I
Uniform(O.9,1 .1) [YMPre29r.xls]YMPinput

I F90 rail / Dif
‘= RiskUniform(0.9,1,1 )’K83 +0.5

UnifOrm(O.9,1 .1 ) [YMPre29r. xlslYMPinput ‘ = RiskUniform(O.9,1 .1)*F84
I 190 rail I Dff Uniform(O.9,1.1 ) fYMPre29r. xlslYMPM ‘= RiskUniform(0.9,1 .11*184
I K90 rail I Lf* UnifOrm(O.9,1 .1 ) [YMPre29r. xlslYMPinput ‘ = RiskUniform10.9,1 .1) ‘K84 +0.5

I F91 rail I Dif Uniform(0.9,1 .1) [YMPre29r.xls]YMPinput
I 191 rail I Dff

‘ =RiskUniform(O.9,1. 1) ●F85
Uniform(O.9,1 .1) [YMPre29r. xlslYMf%put ‘ =RiskUniformiO.9,1 .1) ●h35

I K91 rail / Lf ● Uniform(0,9,1 .1) [YMPre29~lYMP@put
I FI?R MA

‘= RiskUniform(0.9,1 .1) ’K85+0.5
I kiffirmm cr 7 i I [YMPre29r. xls]YMPinput ‘= RiskUniform(0.9,1 .l)*fE13712 +l”f137/2)
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Table A-5.b.l: Output Cell Stawics for @RISK Calcula~ion
I
I

@RISK Simula Run on 2/26imuiations kerations = 5000

I atai M ax I olai Max hOtat Max I olai Iwax I olal J+V9. I otal .@$v9. I olal Avg. I otal fivg.

Resp. Resp, Resp, Resp. Resp. Resp. Resp. Res?.

Fraction Fuel Fraction Fuel Fraction Fuel Fraction Fuel Fraction Fuel Fraction Fuel Fraction Fuel Frac~ion Fuel

Matrix Matrix Ma~rix Matrix Matrix Matrix Malrix Matrix

Releasad to Released to Released to Released to Raleased to Released to Released to Released to

Environment 1 Environment I Environment \ Environment I Environment / Environment ! Environment / Environment I

Name Truck Cask Rail Cask Tr, trk ~a<k Rail rack Truck Cask Rail Cask Truck Cask Rail Cask

lMean = I 0.000151 I

Is% Perc = I 8.16 E-051

115% Pert = / 9.95 E-051

30% Pert = I 0.0001191

35% Pert = I 0.0001251 2.S19E

145% Pare = I 0.0001371

I
-. -.. ! 1 ----- ---

160% pert = \ 0.0001561 3.72E

170% Pert = I 0.000173[

180% pert = I C.000191 I

185% per. = ] 0.000205/ 4.S2E

19596 pert = I 0.0002461 5.74E-06/ 3.47 E-051 4.15 E-071 0.000191 I 4.8=-061 Z.7ZE-U~l J.j+ull
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1 lTable A-5.b.1: Table A-5. b.2 I

L-12 I
3

4 @RISK Simula

5
I otal I o;al Iolal Iolal
Respirable Respirable Respirable Respirable
Fraction Co Fraction Co Fraction CO Fraction Co Total Fraction Total Fraction Total Fraction Total Fraction

as Crud as Crud as Crud as Crud Cs as Cs as Cs as Cs as
Released to Released to Released to Released to Released to Released to Released to Released io

Environment / Environment I Environmen~ I Environment / Environment / Environmen~ I Environment / Erwironmem I

6 Name Truck Cask Rail Cask Truck Cask Rail Cask Truck Cask Rail Cask Truck Cask Rail Cask

[ g lMinirnum= I 3.1:

I 11 lMean = 1 /. ULk-U51 1.1/

12 lStd Dev. = 1.98 E-051 3.71

13 lVariance = I 3.9 IE-1OI 1.37 E-131 5. Q5E-171 1.92

I 15 lKunosis = I 3.128

H=
--------
19 10% Pert

20 15% Pert

21 20% Pert

2.2 25% Pert

23 30% Pert

-+
3

7 IDescription [OUtpUt output output output I output output I output output

8 Ice!t IC66 D66 E66 F66 IC67 D67 E67 F67

3E-05 4.54E-C)7 2.95E-06 Z.S4.E-OS 0.000424 6.16E-06 4.63E-05 3.4~E-071 ,

10 Maximum = 10.000143 2.98 E-Ofj 1 .L$ZE-OS 1.51E-07 0.00197 4.03E-05 0.000223 2.28E-06
\ --,---- .-

-’E-06 8.54E-06 4.91 E-08 0.00096 1.58E-05 0.0001 33! 7.46E-07

E-07 2.44E-06 1.39E-08 0.000271 5E-06 S.8E-05 2.11 E-07

1 .._-E-16 7.32E-08 2.5 E-1 1 1.44E-09 4.44E-I 4

1~ li~ewness = I 0.594022 ‘ 0.60729~’ ‘- “--0.17992 1.721614 0.59742710.609023 -0.17606 1.708983

804 3.197555 2.223318 9.95381 [ 3.13766213.1995431 2.222769 9.832681

16 Errors Calc’d } o 0 0

17 Mode = 4.76E-05 1.56&06 8.29E-06 5.ati”v “.W--, -., ---- ,

18 5% Pert = 4.09E-05 I 6.48E-07 4.1 7E-06 3.11E438 o.000563 8.72 E-061 6.49E-05 I 4.74E-07

7.22E-07 5.08E-06 3.39E-08 0.000628 9

7.84E-07 I 5.89E-06 3.6 E-08\ 0.000683 1

8.39E-07 6.32E-06 3.76 E-081 0.000728 1

8.94E-07 6.71 E-06 3.92 E-081 0,000762

9.41 E-07 7.1 E-06 4. OQE-08 I 0.0007931 1

. I
4
. I

4.57E-05
4.99E-05

5.32E-05

5.57E-05

5.8E-05

26 145% Pert = 6.53 E-051 1.08 E-061 8.28 E-O

01 01 ol- 0/ 0

; lF. nR/ n nno764 t .2 E-05] 0.0001 69i 7.81 E-07

-+

.05E-05

.13E-05

-

1.2E-05

.27E-05

7.93E-05

9.16E-05

9.82E-05

0.000104

0.00011

t—

}r
+

5.15E-07
5 .A6E-07

+

5.72E-07

5.97E-07

6.22E-07t .. --—
1

24 35% Pert = 6.04E-05 I 9.88 E-07[ 749E-06[ 4.26E-~8 I 0.0008261 1.33E-05 0.0001161 6.47E-07

25 40% Pert = 6.29E-05 ~ 1.03E-06[ 7.93 E-061 4.43E-08 0.00086 I 1.4E-05 0.000123 ~ 6.72E-07

61 4.59E-08 0.0008931 1.45E-05 0.0001291 6. S7E-07

27 ]50% pert = 6.76E-05 I 1.1 2E-06\ 8.66E..06I 4.76E-08 n n~nq751 1.52 E-051 0.000135 [ 7.23E-07

7E-061 9. OIE-C)6 4.92&08 “.”””*””, ,. -.---, ----- ... . -——

29 160% Pert = 7.27E-05 I 1 .23 E-06/ 9.39&fJ6 j.09E-08 0 r)c)(wwl 1.65 E-05~ 0.0001461 7.72E-07

3E-061 Q 7GZ.nc K 7Rc_nQl

I 28 ls~%perc = I 7. OIE-051 1.11
L w------- 1 ..— ——

I n nnna~szl I Ii7F-& 0.000~4i 7.45 E-071
\

I ------- -..

30 65% Pert = \ 7.55~-051 1.2E 4., “k-”” ti.&wL-”” 0.001033/ 1.73E-05 0.000152 7.99 E-071

31 7’0% pert = I 7.93E-05 I 1.34E-06{ 1.01 E-05 5. A4E-08 o. OO1O81 1.81 E-05 0.000158 8.28E-07

32 ~~% Pert = I 8.37 E-05[ 1.42E-06 1 .05E-05 5.66E-08 0.001144 1.91 E-05 0.000163 8.59E-07
33 80% Pert = I 8.81 E-05{ 1.49E-06 1.09E-05 ~.85E-08 0.001205 2.01 E-05 0.000169 8.91 E-07

34 85% Pert = 9.25E-05 1.58E-06 1. 12E-05 [ 6. 12E-08 0.001262 2.13E-05 0.000175 ! 9.31 E-07

35 90% Pert = 9.7E-05 1.69E-06 1 .17 E-05\ 6,47E-08 0.001331 2.29E-05 0.0001821 9.83E-07 ,
36 95% Pert = I 0.000104 1.84E-06 1.23 E-05[ 7.03 E-081 0.0014171 2.48E-05 0.000191 I 1 .07E-06
37

a’

El&

39 I
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a s I T I u Iv I w 1 x
1 Table A-5.b.l: Table ~-s.b.s

‘y-

l-l29 I

r-E-Em 1C68 ID68 IE68

J

4 I@RISK Simula

5

Tolal Fraction Total Fiactiotl Total Fca~+JOn T*~al F~a~ti~n TOt~/ F~aCtjOn ~Otal Fraction To~a[ Fracxion Total Fraction

Te Released Te Released Te Released Te Released Noble Gases Noble Gases Noble Gases Noble Gases

to to to to Released to Released to Released to Re\eased to

Environment I Environment / Environment / Environment [ Environment I Environment I Environment 1 Environment i

6 Name Truck Cask Rail Cask Truck Cask Rail Cask Truck Cask Rail Cask Truck Cask

7_ Description output

Rail Cask

output output output output output output output

F68 C69 D69 E69 F69

9 Minimum = 0.000424 6.1 6E-061 4.63E-05 3.49E-07 0.011647 0.000233 0.003327 3.08E-05

10 Maximum = 0.00197 4.03E-05 ().DOOZZS Z.Z8E.06 0.026362 0.000665 I 0.007016 8.62E-05

1! Mean = 0.00096 1.58E-05 0.000133 7.46E.07 0.018806 0.00036810.005761 4.09 E-O 5

12 Std Dev. = 0.000271 5E-06 3.8E-05 Z. II E-07 0.002506 I 7.02E-05 I 0.000S6 6.57 E-O 6

13 Variance = 7.32E-08 2.5E-11 1.44E-09 4.44E-I 4 6. Z8E-06 4.92 E-091 9.21 E-CI7 4.32E-11

14 Skewness = 0.597427 0.609023 -O. 17606/ 1.708983 0.319474 0.336588 -1.60888 2.76840 6

15 Kurtosis = 3.137662 3.19954312.22376919.832681 2.635728 2.682657 3.843343 16.08 61

16 Errors Calc’d ~ 01 0] o 0 0 0 0

17 Mode = I 0.00076~ 1.2 E-051 0.000169~ 7.81 E-07~ 0.01638 0.000351 0.006062 3.4E-05

18 5% Pert = I 0.000563 8.72E-06 6.49E-05 / 4.74E-07[ 0.015664 0.000261 0.003631 3.36E-05

19 10% Pert = \ 0.000628 9.75E-06 7.93 E-05[ 5.15 E-07[ 0.015882 0.000275 0.003724 3.4-4E-05

20 Is% ?erc = \ 0.000683 1 .05E-05 9. 16E-051 5.46E-07 0.016028[ 0.0o0287 0.003834 3.51 E-05

21 20% Pert = I 0.000728 1.13E-05 3.82 E-051 5.72E-07 0,016169/ 0.0003 0.005803 3.59E-05

22 25% Pert = \ 0.000762 1.2E-05 0.000104 5.97E-07 o.o1629 0.000312 0.0059:33 3.66E-05

23 30% ?erc = I 0.000793/ 1.27E-05 0.00011 6.22 E-07\ 0.016444 0.000324 0.0060041 3.73E-05

24 35% Pert = 0.000826 1 .33E-05 ().()()C)I 16 6.47E-07 0.016626 0.000336 0.00604S1 3.81 E-05

25 40% Pert = 0.00086 1.4E-05] 0.000IZS 6.7ZE-07 0.018179 0.000345 0.0060~31 I 3.88E-05

26 145% Pert = 0.000893 1 .45~-05 I 0.000129 6.g7E-()~ 0.019347 0.000353 0.006117 3.95E-05

27 150% Pert = 0.0009251 1.5ZE-05 0.000135 7.ZSE-07 0.019671 0.000S61 0:006145 4.OZE-05

28 155% Pert = I 0.000S581 1.57E-05 ().0()014 7.45E.07 ().019824 0.00037 0.006? 74 4.09E-05

29 \60% Pert = 0.0009941 1.65E-05 0.000146 7.7ZE-07 0.019961 0.000382 0.006ZOI 4.17E-05

so 165% Pert = 0.0010331 1.73E-05 ().000ISZ 7.99E-07 0.0ZO083 0.000394 0.006225 4.ZSE-OS

31 170% Pert = 0.001081 I 1 .81 E-05 0.000158 8.28E.07 O.ozol 89 0.000408 0.006254 4.31 E-05

32 175% pert = 0.0011441 1.91 E-05\ 0.000163 8.S9E-07 0,0Z0312 0.000421 0.006285 4.39E-05

33 180% Pert = 0.0012051. 2. OIE-05 I 0.0001 69\ 8.91 E-07 0.02045 ‘o .000435 0.006321 4.47E-05

34 ]85% ?erc = 0.0012621 2.13 E-051 0.000175 9.31E-07 0.02.0629 0.00044810.006359 I 4.57E-05

35 190% ?erc = 0.001331 I 2.29 E-05\ 0.00018Z g.8sE-r)7 O.ozogss 0.000463 I 0-0064061 4.67 E-O 5

36 ~95% Pert = I 0.0014171 2.48 E-05~ 0.000191 1.07E-06 0.023976 0.0004810.006489 I 4.83E-O 5

37 I

El38

39
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1 Table A-5.b.l: Table A-5.b.4

2
3

4 @RISKSimUla

5

Max.Fuel
mass Fractior
Ejected (not
resp.) / Truck

I I I I

Max.Fuel Max.Fuel Msx.Fuel Avg.Fuel Avg.Fuel

mass Fraction mass Fraction mass Fraction ma= Fraction mass Fractior

Ejected (not Ejected (not Ejected (not Ejected [not Eiecled (not
resp.) / Rail resp.] I Truck resp, ) / Rail resp.] 1 Truck resp.} / Rail

Avg.Fue[

mass Fractior

Ejected (not

resp. ) / Truck

Avg.Fue\

mass Fractiol

Ejected [not

resp.) / Rail

33a

39

-.1
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1 Table A.5.b.l:Tabie A-5.b.5
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